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INTRODUCTION 
We consider classification of lower-dimensional homogeneous spaces an immedi-
ate continuation and global version of classification results obtained by Sophus Lie. 
Two-dimensional homogeneous spaces were classified locally by Sophus Lie [L1] 
and globally by G.D. Mostow [M]. (See also preprint [KTD], where the complete 
classification of two-dimensional homogeneous spaces, both locally and globally, is 
presented.) S. Lie also obtained some results in classification of three-dimensional 
homogeneous spaces and described all subalgebras in the Lie algebra so(4, C) (in 
terms of vector fields). A detailed account of these classifications can be found 
in [L2]. The local classification of all three-dimensional isotropically-faithful homo-
geneous spaces was obtained in [KT], and the classification (local and global) of all 
two- and three-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian isotropically-faithful homogeneous 
spaces was given in [DK]. 
The problem of classification of four-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian homoge-
neous spaces is interesting from the point of view of both geometry and physics, 
and not only in the case of signature (1, 3) (spaces of relativity theory) but also in 
the case of signature (2, 2) (twistors). 
Let (H, M) be a homogeneous space, H = Hx the stabilizer of an arbitrary 
point x E M, and (b, b) the pair of Lie algebras corresponding to the pair (H, H) 
of Lie groups. 
Lemma. Suppose that the homogeneous space (H, M) admits an invariant pseudo-
Riemannian metric. Then the isotropic representation of the pair (b, b) 
p: b ---+ g((b/b), p(x)(x +b)= [x, x] + b (x E b, x E b) 
is faithful. Moreover, there exists a basis of b/b such that p(b) lies in one of the 
following Lie algebras: so(4), so(3, 1), or so(2, 2), which are the real forms of the 
complex Lie algebra EO ( 4, C). 
In accordance with this, we divide solution of our problem into the following parts: 
(1) We find (up to conjugation) all possible forms the subalgebra (p(b))rc = 
prc(brc) can assume. This is equivalent to classifying (up to conjugation) 
subalgebras .pin the Lie algebra so(4, C). 
(2) For each subalgebra .p obtained in (1), we find (up to equivalence of pairs) 
all complex pairs (g, g) such that the subalgebra prc(brc) is conjugate to .p 
(here g = brc). 
(3) For each complex pair (g, g), we find (up to equivalence of pairs) all its real 
forms (gcr, gcr), where a is an anti-involution of the pair (g, g). 
(4) For each real pair obtained in (3), we construct all (up to isomorphism) 
corresponding homogeneous spaces. 
This paper presents the complete proofs of the results of the first part (the 
classification of the complex pairs) of our work devoted to classification of four-
dimensional homogeneous spaces with an invariant pseudo-Riemannian metric of 
arbitrary signature (for a summary of results see [K]). A similar classification for 
the case of Riemannian metric can be found in [I]. 
A detailed description of techniques we use for constructing pairs (g, g) with a 
given faithful isotropic representation can be found in [KT]. 
CHAPTER I 
ISOTROPICALLY-FAITHFUL PAIRS 
1. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBALGEBRAS IN THE LIE ALGEBRA so(4, C) 
Preliminaries: 
1. For the sake of simplicity instead of the standard notation for a subalgebra 
of so(4, C) such as 
{ (
X 0 0 0 ) } 0 AX 0 0 
g = 0 0 -X 0 X E C ' 
0 0 0 -,\x 
where l-\1 < 1, -~ < arg ,\ ~ ~ or l-\1 = 1, 0 ~ arg ,\ ~ ~ we use the following 
notation: 
0 0 ) 0 0 
-x 0 
0 -,\x 
7f 7f 7f l-\1 < 1, - 2 < arg,\ ~ 2 or l-\1 = 1, 0 ~ arg,\ ~ 2. 
Here we imply that variables denoted by Latin letters run through C and that 
parameters are denoted by small Greek letters. 
2. To refer to subalgebras determined in Theorem 1 we use the following notation: 
d.n, 
where d is the dimension of the subalgebra; n is the number of the subalgebra 
in Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1. Any non-zero subalgebra of the Lie algebra so ( 4, C) is conjugate 






dim g = 1 
_t) 1.2 
l-\1 < 1, -~ < arg,\ ~~or l-\1 = 1, 0 ~ arg,\ ~ ~ 
1.3 ( ~ ~ 0 0 
0 0 
X 0) 0 X 
0 0 
0 0 
1.4 ( ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 






dim g = 2 
21 (~ ~ ~X ]J 2.2 t i~ jJ 
3.3 ( 00~ ~ ~z 
0 -y 
3.5 
[.A[ < 1 or [.A[ = 1, 0 ~ arg A~ 1r 
dim g = 3 
3.2 G t ;~ JJ 
Re.A>O, or Re.A=O, Im.A~O 
jJ 
y 
0 ( ~; 0 -z 
0 0 
3.4 
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dim g = 5 
(~ y 0 ~z ) 5.1 t -u 0 -x 0 -y -t 
dim g = 6 
(X y 0 ~z ) 6.1 t -u v -x 0 -y -t 
Remark. To simplify the computation, instead of so(4, C) we use the linear Lie 
algebra 6.1, which is conjugate to so(4, C). 
We divide the classification of all subalgebras of the Lie algebra so ( 4, C) into two 
parts: 
I. Classification of solvable subalgebras. 
II. Classification of non-solvable subalgebras. 
I. Classification of solvable subalgebras in so(4, C). 
Any maximal solvable subalgebra in so(4, C) is conjugate to the following: 
g~ { (~ z 0 jJ x,y,z,tEC}. y -t 0 -x 
0 -z 
Let E = {e1,e2,e3,e4} be a basis ofg, where 
G 
0 0 ~). (~ 0 0 ~). 0 0 1 0 el = 0 -1 e2 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
eo= G 
1 0 ~). e.=(~ 0 0 D 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
Then [,] el e2 e3 e4 
el 0 0 e3 e4 
e2 0 0 -e3 e4 
e3 -e3 e3 0 0 
e4 -e4 -e4 0 0. 
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The group of automorphisms of g has the form: 
{ ( 1 0 0 0) ( 1 0 A= o 1 o o o -1 
a -a c 0 ' a a 
b b 0 d b -b 
The composition series of g has the form: 
To classify all subalgebras in g, we shall use the following algorithm (see [KT1]): 
1) We describe (up to the group A) all subalgebras 91 of the ideal g1 and construct 
for each 91: 
a) N(91) n g2, 
b) the subgroup Aut(g, 91) of A that consists of all automorphisms of g preserving 
the subalgebra 91· 
2) We describe (up to the group Aut(g, 91)) all subalgebras 92 of the Lie algebra 
N(91) n g2 such that 92 n iJ1 = 91 and construct for each 92: 
a) N(92) n g, 
b) the subgroup Aut(g, 92) of A that consists of all automorphisms of g preserving 
the subalgebra 91· 
3) And so on. 
1. Any subalgebra 91 of the Lie algebra g1 = Ce3 EB Ce4 is conjugate to one and 
only one of the following subalgebras: 
91 N(91) n iJ2 Aut(g, 91) 
{0} 92 A 
C(es + e4) 92 A(c =d) 
Ces 92 A1 
Ces EB Ce4 92 A 
Here 
2. Find subalgebras 92 of N(91) n iJ2 such that 92 n iJ1 = 91· 
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91 92 N(92) n _g Aut(g, 92) 
{0} {0} 9 A 
Ce1 Ce1 EB Ce2 A(a = b = 0) 
C(e3 + e4) C(e3 + e4) Ce1 EB Ce3 EB Ce4 A(c =d) 
Ce1 EB C(e3 + e4) Ce1 EB C( e3 + e4) A(a=b, c=d) 
rce3 Ce3 9 A1 
Ce1 EB Ce3 Ce1 EB Ce2 EB Ce3 A1(b = 0) 
Ce3 EB Ce4 Ce3 EB Ce4 9 A 
Ce1 EB Ce3 EB Ce4 9 A 
3. Find subalgebras 9 of N(92) n g such that 9 n g2 = 92. 
92 9 
{0} {0}, C(e1 + ae2 + (3e3 + 1e4), a#- 0, Ce2 
Ce1 Ce1, Ce1 EB Ce2 
C(e3 + e4) C(e3+e4) 
Ce1 EB C(e3 + e4) Ce1 EB C( e3 + e4) 
Ce3 Ce3, C(e1 + ae2 + (3e4) EB Ce3, a#- 0, Ce2 EB Ce3 
Ce1 EB Ce3 Ce1 EB Ce3, Ce1 EB Ce2 EB Ce3 
Ce3 EB Ce4 Ce3 EB Ce4, C(e1 + ae2) EB Ce3 EB Ce4, 
Rea> 0 or Rea= 0, Ima > 0, Ce2 EB Ce3 EB Ce4 
Ce1 EB Ce3 EB Ce4 Ce1 EB Ce3 EB Ce4, Ce1 EB Ce2 EB Ce3 EB Ce4 
Let 9 = C(e1 + ae2 + (3e3 + 1e4), a#- 0, 1r E A1. 
1r( e1 + ae2 + (3e3 + 1e4) = e1 + ae3 + be4 + ae2 - aae3 + abe4 + (3ce3 + 1de4 = 
e1 + ae2 + ((1- a)a + (3c)e3 + ((1 + a)b + 1d)e4. 
Consider the following cases: 
1) art. { -1, 1}. 
Then 9 rv C(e1 + ae2). 
Using 1r1 E A\A1 , we obtain Rea> 0 or Rea= 0, Ima > 0. 
2) a= 1. 
Then 9 rv C(e1 + e2 + e3)(if (3 #- 0) or 9 rv C(e1 + e2)(if (3 = 0). 
3) a= -1. 
Using 1r1 E A\A1, we obtain that 9 rv C(e1 + e2 + e3)(if 1 #- 0) or 
9 rv C(e1 + e2)(if 1 = 0). 
Let 9 = C(e1 + ae2 + (3e4) EB Ce3, a#- 0, 1r E A1(a = 0). 
1r(e1 + ae2 + f3e4) = e1 + be4 + ae2 + abe4 + (3de4 = e1 + ae2 + ((1 + a)b + (3d)e4. 
Consider the following cases: 
1)a#--l. 
Then 9 rv C(e1 + ae2) EB Ce3. 
2) a= -1. 
Then 9 rv C(e1 - e2 + e4) EB Ce3(if (3 #- 0) or 9 rv C(e1- e2) EB Ce3(if (3 = 0). 
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4. Thus, we have shown that every subalgebra of g is conjugate (up to the group 
A) to one and only one of the following subalgebras: 
0.1. {0}; 
1.1. C(e1 + ,\e2), ,\-1-0, ReA> 0 or Re,\ = 0, Im,\ ;:= 0; 
1.2. C(e1+e2+e3); 
1.3. Ce3; 
1.4. C( e3 + e4); 
1.5. Ce2; 
2.1. Ce1 EBCe2; 
2.2. C(e1 + Ae2) EB Ce3; 
2.3. C(e1- e2 + e4) EB Ce3; 
2.4. Ce1 EB C(e3 + e4); 
2.5. Ce3 EB Ce4; 
2.6. Ce2 EB Ce3; 
3.1. Ce1 EB Ce2 EB Ce3; 
3.2. C(e1 + Ae2) EB Ce3 EB Ce4, Re,\ > 0 or Re,\ = 0, Im,\ ;:= 0; 
3.3. Ce2 EB Ce3 EB Ce4; 
4.1. Ce1 EB Ce2 EB Ce3 EB Ce4. 






























The algebra 1.5 is conjugate to the algebra 1.1 (,\ = 0) by means of the matrix 
( ~1 A= 0 
0 
~ ~ ~). 
0 -1 0 
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In case 1.1 (A. -/=- 0), the Lie algebras corresponding to ..\. and t are conjugate by 
means of the matrix 
(
0 1 0 0) 1 0 0 0 
A= 0 0 0 1 . 
0 0 1 0 
Thus we can assume that IA.I < 1 or I.A. I = 1, 0 ~ arg ..\. ~ 1r. For other distinct 
values of..\. the algebras of type 1.1 are not conjugate. 
Now we show that other algebras are not conjugate to each other. 
1.1 ( ..\. ¢:. { 0, 1}): det X -/=- 0, for all non-zero X E g, eigenvalues: x, - x, A.x, - A.x. 
1.1(..\. = 1): detX-/=- 0, for all non-zero X E g, eigenvalues: x, -x, each element 
of g is semi-simple. 
1.2: det X-/=- 0, for all non-zero X E g, eigenvalues: x, -x, each non-zero element 
of g is not semi-simple. 
1.1(..\. = 0): detX = 0, for all X E g, g3 -!=- {0}. 
1.3: det X = 0, for all X E g, g2 = {0}. 





















































The algebra 2.6 is conjugate to the algebra 2.2 (..\. = 0) by means of the matrix 
(
0 0 0 1) 0 0 1 0 
A= 0 1 0 0 . 
1 0 0 0 
In case 2.2 (..\. -/=- 0), the Lie algebras corresponding to ..\. and t are conjugate by 
means of the matrix 
(
0 0 
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Thus we can assume that IAI < 1 or lA I = 1, 0 ::::; arg A ::::; 1r. For other distinct 
values of A the algebras of type 2.2 are not conjugate. 
Now we show that other algebras are not conjugate to each other. 
2.1: det X 1- 0, for all non-zero X E g, dim Dg = 0, eigenvalues: x, -x. 
2.2(A ~ {0,1}): detX 1-0, forallnon-zero X E g, dimDg = 1, eigenvalues: 
x, -x, AX, -Ax. 
2.2(A = 1): det X 1- 0, for all non-zero X E g, dim Dg = 0, eigenvalues: x, -x. 
2.3: det X 1- 0, for all non-zero X E g, dim Dg = 1, eigenvalues: x, -x. 
2.2(A = 0): det X= 0, for all X E g, dim Dg = 1, n2g = {0}. 
2.4: det X= 0, for all X E g, dim Dg = 1, n2g 1- {0}. 
2.5: det X = 0, for all X E g, dim Dg = 0. 
dimg=3 
0 z 0 JJ 0 y 0 jJ 3.1 y 0 3.2 AX -z 0 -X 0 -x 0 -z 0 -y 
ReA > 0 or ReA = 0, ImA) 0 
c y 0 jJ 3.3 0 X -z 0 0 0 
0 0 -y 
In case 3.2, the Lie algebras corresponding to distinct values of A are not conjugate. 
Show that algebras 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are not conjugate to each other. 
3.1: det X 1- 0, for all non-zero X E g, dim Dg = 1, eigenvalues: x, y, -x, -y. 
3.2(A = 1): det X 1- 0, for all non-zero X E g, dim Dg = 1, eigenvalues: x, -x. 
3.2(A ~ {0, 1}): detX 1-0, for all non-zero X E g, dimDg = 2. 
3.2(A = 0): detX = 0, for all X E g, dimDg = 2, there exist no non-zero v E C4 
such that g(v) = 0. 
3.3: det X = 0, for all X E g, dim Dg = 2, there exist a non-zero v E C4 such 
that g(v) = 0 (for example, v = (0,0, 1,0)). 
Remark. Let 
gl= G 0 X ~). g, = (~ X 0 ~). 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
g3= u y 0 D 0 y 0 -x 0 0 
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_o~ ~ ~~) 
0 1 0 ° 
~ 0 -~ 
The algebra 1.4 is conjugate to the algebra g2 by means of the matrix B. 
The algebra 2.4 is conjugate to the algebra g3 by means of the matrix B. 
We have proved the following 
Proposition 1. Any non-zero solvable subalgebra of the Lie algebra so(4, C) is 
conjugate to one and only one of the following subalgebras: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 
2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.1. 
II. Classification of non-solvable subalgebras in so(4, C). 
Let g be a non-solvable subalgebra of so(4, C). Then g contains a non-trivial 
semisimple Levi subalgebra a. 
Any semisimple subalgebra of so(4, C) is conjugate to one and only one of the 
following subalgebras: 3.4, 3.5, 6.1. 
Subalgebra 3.5 is maximal in so(4, C); subalgebra 6.1 is conjugate to so(4, C). 
In the case 3.4 classification of non-solvable subalgebras is equivalent to classi-
fication of subalgebras in s[(2, C). It can be easily obtained, and we find out that 
any g is conjugate to one and only one of the following subalgebras: 4.2, 4.3, 5.1. 
We have proved the following 
Proposition 2. Any non-solvable subalgebra of the Lie algebra so(4, C) is con-
jugate to one and only one of the following subalgebras: 3.4, 3.5, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 
6.1. 
The results of the Theorem 1 are immediate from Propositions 1 and 2. 
2. METHOD OF CLASSIFICATION OF PAIRS 
A detailed description of techniques we use for constructing pairs with a given 
faithful isotropic representation can be found in [KT]. Recall briefly some basic 
definitions and results from [KT]. 
A generalized module is a pair (g, U), where g is a Lie algebra and U is a g-
module. A generalized module (g, U) is said to be faithful if the g-module U is 
faithful. The dimension of a generalized module (g, U) is the dimension of the 
vector space U. 
Assume that Vis a vector space and g is a subspace of V The pair (V, g) supplied 
with a bilinear mapping B: g x V----+ V, (x, v) r----+ x.v is called a virtual pair if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) g.g c g; 
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(2) the restriction of B tog x g provides g with the structure of a Lie algebra 
([x, y] = x.y); 
(3) Vis a g-module with respect to B. 
To any virtual pair (V, g) we can naturally assign the generalized module (g, Vjg), 
which is said to be associated with the virtual pair (V, g). 
The isotropic representation of a virtual pair (V, g) is the mapping 
p: g--+ gt(V jg) 
defined by 
p(x)(v +g)= x.v + g for all v E V, x E g. 
The virtual pair (V, g) is called isotropically-faithful if the homomorphism p is 
injective. It is obvious that a virtual pair (V, g) is isotropically-faithful if and only 
if the associated generalized module (g, Vjg) is faithful. 
Suppose g is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra and g is a subalgebra of g. Any 
pair (g, g) can be regarded as a virtual pair with respect to ordinary commutation 
restricted to g x g. The isotropic representation of a pair (g, g) is the isotropic 
representation of the corresponding virtual pair. A pair (g, g) is called isotropically-
faithful if its isotropic representation is an injection. 
Two pairs (g1, gl) and (gz, gz) are said to be equivalent ifthere exists an isomor-
phism of Lie algebras 1r : g1 --+ gz such that 1r(g1) = gz. 
Definition. Suppose (g, U) is a generalized module and q : g --+ £(U, g) is a linear 
mapping such that 
(1) q([x, y]) = x.q(y)- y.q(x) for all x, y E g. 
Then the mapping q is called a virtual structure on the generalized module (g, U). 
Proposition 1. Suppose q is a virtual structure on a generalized module (g, U). 
Put Vq = g x U. Then the bilinear mapping g x Vq --+ Vq given by 
(2) x.(y, u) = ([x, y] + q(x )(u), x.u) for all x, y E g, u E U 
defines the virtual pair (Vq, g) . 
So, to any virtual structure on a generalized module (g, U) we assign the virtual 
pair (g x U, g) defined by formula (2). Moreover, any virtual pair (V, g) with the 
associated generalized module (g, U) can be constructed in this way. 
Suppose q1 and q2 are virtual structures on a generalized module (g, U). We say 
that q1 and q2 are equivalent if the virtual pairs (Vq 1 , g) and (Vq2 , g) are isomorphic, 
i.e. if there exists an isomorphism of vector spaces H : Vq 1 --+ Vq2 such that the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) H(g) = g; 
(b) H(x.v) = H(x).H(v) for all x E g,v E Vq1 • 
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Proposition 2. Suppose q1 and q2 are virtual structures on a generalized module 
(g, U) and there exists a mapping hE .C(U,g) such that q1 (x)- q2 (x) = x.h for all 
x E fl. Then the virtual structures q1 and q2 are equivalent. 
Thus, classification (up to isomorphism) of all virtual pairs (V, g) for a given 
generalized module (fl, U) reduces to classification of all virtual structures on the 
generalized module (g, U) (up to equivalence). 
Let (g, U) be a faithful four-dimensional generalized module over the field C 
Suppose E = { e1, ... , en} is a basis of the Lie algebra fl ( n = dim fl) and U = 
{ u1, u2, u3, u4} is a basis of the vector space U. 
For x E f!, by A(x) and B(x) denote the matrices of the mappings 
ad x : fl --+ fl and xu : U --+ U 
in the bases E and U respectively. Then A(x) E Matnxn(C), B(x) E Mat4x4(C), 
and the mapping 
p: fl--+ so(4, C), x f--+ B(x) 
is an injection. This allows to identify the Lie algebra fl with a certain subalgebra 
of the Lie algebra so(4, C). Without loss of generality it can be assumed that fl is 
one of the subalgebras of so( 4, C) determined in Theorem 1. 
We can identify the set of mappings q : fl --+ .C(U, g) with the set of mappings 
0: fl--+ Matnx 4(C), where O(x) is the matrix of the mapping q(x) with respect to 
the bases fixed before. 
In the sequel the mapping 0 : fl --+ Matnx4(C) will be called a virtual struc-
ture on the generalized module (g, U) if the corresponding mapping q is a virtual 
structure. 
Proposition 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for a mapping 
0 : fl --+ Matnx4(C) 
to be a virtual structure on the generalized module (g, U) is that the following 
condition hold: 
(3) O([x, y]) = A(x)O(y)- O(y)B(x)- A(y)O(x) + O(x)B(y) for x, y E g. 
Proposition 4. Suppose 0 1 and 0 2 are virtual structures on the generalized mod-
ule (g, U) and there exists a matrix H E Matnx4(C) such that for all x E fl the 
following condition holds: 
(4) 01(x)- 02(x) = A(x)H- HB(x). 
Then 0 1 and 0 2 are equivalent. 
Remark. Note that all expressions in (3) and (4) are linear in x, y E fl. Therefore, 
in order to ensure that these conditions are satisfied for all x, y E g, we must only 
check that they hold for x, y E E = { e1, ... , en}· 
Suppose (V,g) is a virtual pair and (g,U), where U = Vjg, is the generalized 
module associated with (V, g). 
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Proposition 5. Let b be a nilpotent subalgebra of g. 
(5) 
(1) A necessary and sufficient condition for the b-module V to be a direct sum 
of primary components is that the b-modules g and U be direct sums of 
primary components. 
(2) There exists a section s : U --t V of the canonical surjection 1r : V --t U 
such that for every a E b* the following condition holds: 
Suppose s is a section of the canonical surjection 1r : V --t U. We say that s is 
consistent with the subalgebra b if 
From Proposition 5(2) it follows that there always exists such a section. 
Proposition 6. Suppose s is a section of the canonical surjection 1r : V --t U 
consistent with the subalgebra b· Then the corresponding virtual structure q3 
g --t £(U, g) on the generalized module (g, U) satisfies the following condition: 
(6) 
We say that a virtual structure q on (g, U) is primary (with respect to b) if q 
satisfies condition (6). From Propositions 5(2) and 6 it follows that every virtual 
structure is equivalent to a certain primary virtual structure. 
Proposition 7. Suppose q is a primary (with respect to b) virtual structure on 
the generalized module (g, U) and (Vq, g) is the corresponding virtual pair. Then 
Vqa(b) = ga(b) X Ua(b) for all a E b*. 
A virtual pair (V, g) is said to be trivial if there exists a submodule U of the 
g-module V such that V = U EB g. Note that a trivial virtual pair (V, g) is uniquely 
defined (up to isomorphism) by the corresponding generalized module (g, Vjg). 
Proposition 8. Let q be a virtual structure on the generalized module (g, U). 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the virtual pair (Vq, g) to be trivial is 
that q be equivalent to the zero mapping of g into £(U, g). 
Proposition 9. If g is a semisimple Lie algebra, then every virtual pair (V, g) is 
trivial. 
A pair (g, g) is called trivial if there exists a commutative ideal a in the Lie algebra 
g such that gEBa =g. Suppose (g, g) is a trivial pair. This obviously implies that the 
corresponding virtual pair (g, g) is also trivial, but not conversely. A trivial pair 
is uniquely defined (up to equivalence) by the corresponding generalized module 
(g,gjg). 
CHAPTER II 
CLASSIFICATION OF PAIRS 
PRELIMINARIES 
1. Let g be one of the subalgebras of the Lie algebra so( 4, C) determined in 
Theorem 1. We assume that the Lie algebra g acts naturally on C4 ; then (g, C4 ) is 
a faithful generalized module. The enumeration of the generalized modules ob-
tained in this way coincide with that of the corresponding subalgebras of so ( 4, C) 
in Theorem 1. 
We say that a pair (g,g) (a virtual pair (V,g)) has type (n.m), if the corre-
sponding generalized module (g, gjg) (respectively, (g, V/g)) is isomorphic to the 
generalized module n.m, i.e., to the generalized module (g, C4 ), where g is the 
subalgebra of so(4, C) supplied with the number n.m in Theorem 1. 
2. Let (V, g) be a virtual pair of type n.m. Then without loss of generality we 
can identify the Lie algebra g with the subalgebra n.m of the Lie algebra so( 4, C). 
We suppose that U = C4. Let {u1,u2,u3,u4} be the standard basis ofU: 
3. We define a pair (g, g) by the commutation table of the Lie algebra g only. 
Here by { e1, ... , en, u1, u2, us, u4} we denote a basis of g (n =dim g). We assume 
that the Lie algebra g is generated by e1, ... , en. 
By p, r, s, etc. we denote the parameters appearing in the process of the classi-
fication. If there are some complementary conditions on them, it is indicated just 
after the table. Otherwise we assume that these parameters run through C. 
4. We make use of the following notation: 
vng are the elements of the derived series of a Lie algebra g; 
r(g) is the radical of g; 
Z(g) is the center of g; 
ada x, where x is an element of g, and a is an ideal in g, denotes the 
restriction of the endomorphism ad x to a. 
5. In the trivial case g = {0} the classification of isotropically-faithful pairs (g, g) 
is equivalent to the classification (up to isomorphism) of all four-dimensional Lie 
algebras g. It can be found, for example, in [L3]. 
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Proposition 0.1. Any pair (g, g) of type 0.1 is equivalent to one and only one of 
tbe following pairs: 
91 ul U2 us U4 92 Ul U2 us U4 
U1 0 us U2 0 Ul 0 us 0 ul 
U2 -us 0 Ul 0 U2 -us 0 0 pu2 
us -u2 -ul 0 0 us 0 0 0 (p+ l)us 
U4 0 0 0 0 U4 -u1 -pu2 -(p+l)us 0 
9s Ul u2 us U4 94 ul U2 us U4 
U1 0 0 0 2u1 ul 0 0 0 ul 
U2 0 0 Ul u2 u2 0 0 0 u1+u2 
us 0 -ul 0 u2+us us 0 0 0 u2+us 
U4 -2u1 -u2 -u2 -us 0 U4 -u1 -u1 -u2 -u2 -us 0 
95 Ul U2 us U4 96 Ul U2 us U4 
U1 0 0 0 ul Ul 0 0 0 Ul 
U2 0 0 0 u1+u2 U2 0 0 0 PU2 
us 0 0 0 pus us 0 0 0 rus 
U4 -ul -ul-u2 -pus 0 U4 -u1 -pu2 -rus 0 
97 ul U2 us U4 98 U! U2 us U4 
Ul 0 0 U1 0 U! 0 0 0 U2 
u2 0 0 0 U2 U2 0 0 0 0 
us -ul 0 0 0 us 0 0 0 ul 
U4 0 -u2 0 0 U4 -u2 0 -ul 0 
gg U! u2 us U4 910 U! U2 us U4 
U! 0 0 0 U! U! 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 U2 0 0 U1 0 
us 0 0 0 U2 us 0 -ul 0 0 
U4 -Ul 0 -U2 0 U4 0 0 0 0 
911 U1 U2 us U4 
ul 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 
us 0 0 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 
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1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Proposition 1.1. Any pair (g, g) of type 1.1 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
>-=0 
1. 
[ ' l e1 ul u2 U3 U4 
el 0 Ul 0 -U3 0 
ul -ul 0 0 u2 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 U2 
U3 U3 -u2 0 0 U3 
u4 0 0 -u2 -u3 0 
2. 
[ ' l el Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 U1 0 -U3 0 
Ul -ul 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 PU2 
U3 U3 0 0 0 U3 
U4 0 0 -pu2 -u3 0 
3. 
[ ' l el Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 ul 0 -u3 0 
ul -ul 0 0 e1 +u2 0 
U2 0 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 -e1 -u2 0 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 
4. 
[,] el Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 Ul 0 -U3 0 
ul -ul 0 0 u2 0 
U2 0 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 -u2 0 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 
5. 
[ ' l e1 Ul u2 U3 U4 
el 0 ul 0 -U3 0 
ul -ul 0 0 el 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 U2 
U3 U3 -el 0 0 0 
U4 0 0 -u2 0 0 
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6. 
[ ,] e1 U1 u2 us U4 
e1 0 U1 0 -us 0 
u1 -u1 0 0 0 0 
U2 0 0 0 0 U2 
us us 0 0 0 0 
U4 0 0 -U2 0 0 
7. 
[' l e1 U1 u2 us U4 
e1 0 U1 0 -us 0 
U1 -u1 0 0 e1 0 
U2 0 0 0 0 0 
us us -e1 0 0 0 




[ ,] e1 U1 U2 us U4 
e1 0 U1 1 2U2 -us 1 -2U4 
u1 -u1 0 0 -2e1 U2 
U2 1 -2u2 0 0 U4 0 
us us 2e1 -U4 0 0 
U4 1 2U4 -u2 0 0 0 
9. 
[ ,] e1 U1 U2 us U4 
e1 0 U1 1 1 2U2 -Us -2U4 
U1 -u1 0 0 0 U2 
U2 1 -2U2 0 0 0 0 
us us 0 0 0 0 
U4 1 2U4 -u2 0 0 0 
1.>.1 < 1, -% < arg .\ ~ % or I.\ I = 1, 0 ~ arg.\ ~% 
10. 
[' J e1 U1 U2 us U4 
e1 0 u1 .\u2 -us - .\u4 
u1 -u1 0 0 0 0 
u2 -.\u2 0 0 0 0 
us us 0 0 0 0 
U4 AU4 0 0 0 0 
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Proof. Let E = { e1 } be a basis of g, where 
0 ).. 0 
e1 = 0 0 -1 
(
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
~). 
->-. 
Then A(e1) = 0, and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
By f) denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vec-
tor e1 , that is f) = g. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 1.1 is equivalent to one of 
the following: 
a) ).. = 0 
Proof. Any virtual structure q has the form: 
Suppose ).. = 0. Put 
H = ( Cl 0 -C3 0) 
and C1 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x) for x E g. Then C1 (x) = ( 0 c2 0 c4 ). 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C1 are equivalent. 
Now suppose).. =I= 0. Similarly, putting 
and C2 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x) for x E g, we see that 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C2 are equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 1.1. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by one of the virtual structures determined in the 
Lemma. Consider the following cases: 
1 o. ).. = 0. The vectors [e1 , ui], 1 :::; i :::; 4, have the form: 
[eb u1] = u1, 
[e1, u2] = pe1, 
[e1,u3] = -u3, 
[eb u4] = re1. 
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Since the mapping q : g --+ .C(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
Since 
we have 
[u1, u2] E 9(l) (b), 
[u1,u3] E 9(0)(b), 
[u1, u4] E 9(1) (b), 
( U2 , U3] E 9 ( -l) ( 0) , 
[u2, U4] E 9(0) (O), 
[u3,u4] E 9(-l)(b), 
[ub u2] = au1, 
[u1, u3] = ae1 + fJ1 u2 + f32u4, 
[u1, u4] = "(U1, 
[u2, u3] = bu3, 
[u2,u4] = be1 +771u2 +772u4, 
[u3, U4] = cU3. 
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The pair (9, g) of type 1.1 is equivalent to the pair (9', g') by means of the 
mapping 7f : 9' --+ 9, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(u1) = U1, 
1r(u2) = ae1 + u2, 
1r( u3) = u3, 
1r( u4) = 1e1 + u4. 
The pair (9', g') has the form(*): 
[ ,] el ul U2 
el 0 Ul 0 
U3 
-u3 
Ul -ul 0 0 ae1 + fJ1 u2 + fJ2u4 
U2 0 0 0 bu3 
U3 U3 -ae1- fJ1 u2- f32u4 -bu3 0 
U4 0 0 -bel -7]1 U2 -7]2U4 -E:U3 




be1 +7]1 U2 +7J2U4 
E:U3 
0 
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Let E =1- 0. Then the pair (g, g) of type 1.1 is equivalent to the pair (g, g) with 
f5 = 0 by means of the mapping 1r: g ~ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(u1) = u1, 
(j 
1r(u2) = u2 + -u4, 
E 
1r(us) =us, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
The case E = 0, f5 =1- 0 is equivalent to the previous case by means of the mapping 
1r1 : g ~ g, where 
1r1(e1) = e1, 
1r1(u1) = u1, 
1r1 ( u2) = u4, 
1r1(us) =us, 
1r1 ( u4) = u2. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: p = r = b = 0 and the pair (g, g) has the 
form: 
[ ,] e1 U1 U2 us 
e1 0 U1 0 -us 
u1 -U1 0 0 ae1 + fJ1 u2 + fJ2u4 
u2 0 0 0 0 
us us -ae1 - fJ1 u2 - fJ2u4 0 0 
U4 0 0 
where 
1.1 a. E =f- 0. Then we have 
-'T]1U2- 'T]2U4 
f32'T71 = f32'T72 = 0, 
Ea = E'T]2 = 0, 
{317]1 = fJ1E, 
fJ1'T12 = fJ2E. 
{ fJ2 = 7]2 = a = 0, 





'T]lU2 + 'T]2U4 
EUs 
0 
The pair (g, g) is equivalent to the pair (g', g') by means of the mapping 1r : g' ~ g, 
where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(u1) = u1, 
1r(u2) = u2, 
7r(us) =us, 
1 
1r( u4) = -u4. 
E 
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The pair (.9', g') has the form: 
[ ,] e1 U1 Uz U3 U4 
e1 0 u1 0 -U3 0 
U1 -u1 0 0 f31u2 0 
Uz 0 0 0 0 'l]lUz 
U3 U3 -j31u2 0 0 U3 
U4 0 0 -TJ1 Uz -U3 0 
' 
where /31 (1 - TJ1) = 0. 
1.1.1 o. j31 :/= 0. Then we have TJ1 = 1. The pair (g', g') is equivalent to the pair 
(.91, g1) by means of the mapping 1r : .91 -+ .9', where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1 
1r(u1) = 7J 1u1, 
1r(uz) = uz, 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
1.1.2°. j31 = 0. The pair (g',g') is equivalent to the pair (.92 ,g2 ). 
1.2°. c = 0. 
1.2.1 o. j31 :/= 0. Then we have T/1 = TJz = 0. 
The pair (.9, g) is equivalent to the pair (.9', g') by means of the mapping 
1r : .9' -+ .9, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r( u1) = u1, 
1r( uz) = /31 uz + f3zu4, 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
The pair (.9', g') has the form: 
[ ,] e1 U1 Uz U3 
e1 0 U1 0 -U3 
U1 -u1 0 0 ae1 + uz 
Uz 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 -ae1- uz 0 0 







1.2.1.1°. a:/= 0. The pair (g',g') is equivalent to the pair (.93 ,g3 ) by means of 
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the mapping 1r : g3 ----+ g', where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1 
1r( u1) = -u1, 
a 
1 
1r(u2) = -u2, 
a 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = U4. 
1.2.1.2°. a= 0. The pair (g',g') is equivalent to the pair (g4,g4). 
1.2.2°. /31 = 0. The case /32 i=- 0 is equivalent to the case 1.2.1 o by means of the 
mapping 1r1 : g ----+ g, where 
Let fJ1 = fJ2 = 0. 
1r1(e1) = -e1, 
1r1(u1) = u3, 
1r1 ( u2) = u4, 
1r1(u3) = u1, 
1r1 ( u4) = u2. 
1.2.2.1 o. 'T/1 i=- 0. The pair (g, g) is equivalent to the pair (g', g') by means of 
the mapping 1r : g' ----+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(u1) = ub 
'T/2 1r(u2) = u2 + -u4, 
'T/1 
1r( u3) = u3, 
1 
1r(u4) = -u4. 
'T/1 
The pair (g', g') has the form: 
[,] e1 u1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 u1 
u1 -u1 0 
u2 0 0 
u3 u3 -ae1 
0 -u3 0 
0 ae1 0 
0 0 u2 
0 0 0 
U4 0 0 -u2 0 0. 
1.2.2.1.1°. a i=- 0. The pair (g',g') is equivalent to the pair (g5,g5) by means of 
the mapping 1r : g5 ----+ g', where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1 
1r(u1) = -u1, 
a 
1 
1r(u2) = -u2, 
a 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
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1.2.2.1.2°. a= 0. The pair (g',_g') is equivalent to the pair (96 ,_g6 ). 
1.2.2.2°. 7}1 = 0. The case 7}2 =I= 0 is equivalent to the case 1.2.2.1 o by means of 
the mapping 1r1 : 9 ---t 9, where 
Let 7J1 = 7]2 = 0. 
1r1(e1) = -e1, 
1r1 ( u1) = u3, 
1r1(u2) = u4, 
1r1(u3) = u1, 
1r1 ( u4) = u2. 
1.2.2.2.1 o. a =I= 0. The pair (9, _g) is equivalent to the pair (97, _g7) by means of 
the mapping 1r : 97 ---t 9, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1 
1r(u1) = -u1, 
a 
1 
1r(u2) = -u2, 
a 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
1.2.2.1.2°. a= 0. The pair (9, _g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (910 , .910)· 
Now it remains to show that the pairs determined in the Proposition are not 
equivalent to each other. 
Since dim 'D95 = 4, dim 'D9i = 3, i E {1, 2(p =I= 0), 3, 4, 6, 7}, dim V9j = 2, j E 
{2(p = 0), 10} we see that the pairs (95,.95), (9i,.9i) and (9j,.9j) are not equivalent 
to each other. 
Since dimZ(910) = 2 and dimZ(92 (p = 0)) = 1, we see that the pairs (910 ,_g10 ) 
and (92, .92) (p = 0) are not equivalent. 
Since 
dim V291 = 1, Z(91) = {0}; 
dim V294 = 1, Z(g4) =/= {0}; 
dim'D293 = 3, V93 n .93 = {0}; 
dim 'D297 = 3, V97 n .97 =I= {0}; 
dim V 2gj = 0, j E {2, 6}, 
we see that the pairs (9i, f!i), i = j, 1, 3, 4, 7 are not equivalent to each other. 
Consider the homomorphisms fi: 9i ---t _g((3, C), where fi(x) is the matrix of the 
mapping advgi, i = 2,6, in the basis {u1,u2,u3}. We have: 
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Since the subalgebras /2(92 ) and f 6 (96 ) of the Lie algebra g((3, C) are not con-
jugate, we conclude that the pairs (92, g2) and (96 , g6 ) are not equivalent. 
Consider the pairs (92 , g2 ) and (9~, g~) with parameters p and p' respectively. 
Since the subalgebras h(92 ) and h'(9~) of the Lie algebra g((3, C) are not con-
jugate, we conclude that the pairs (92 , g2 ) and (9~, g~) are not equivalent, whenever 
p -1= p'. 
20. ,\ = ~· 
The vectors [e1 , ui], 1 ~ i ~ 4, have the form: 
[el, ul] = ul, 
1 [e1, u2] = 2u2, 
[el,us] =-us, 
1 [e1, u4] = -2u4. 
Since the mapping q: g----+ £(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
Since 
we have 
[u1,u2] E 9(~)(~), 
[u1, us] E 9(o) (~), 
[u1,u4] E 9(~)(~), 
[u2,us] E 9(-~)(~), 
[u2, u4] E 9(o) (~), 
[us, u4] E 9 (- ~) ( ~), 
[ub u2] = 0, 
[u1, us] = ae1, 
[u1, u4] = au2 , 
[u2, us] = {3u4, 
[u2, u4] = be1, 
[us, u4] = 0. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: b = 0, a = -2a(3 and the pair (g, g) has 
the form: 
[ ' l e1 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 U1 1 2u2 -U3 1 -z-U4 
u1 -u1 0 0 -2af3e1 au2 
U2 1 -z-u2 0 0 (3u4 0 
U3 U3 2af3e1 -(3u4 0 0 
U4 1 2u4 -au2 0 0 0 
2.1°. a(3 =I 0. The pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g8,g8) by means of the 
mapping 1r : g8 ----+ g, where 
1r( e1) = e1, 
1 
1r(u1) = -u1, 
a 
1r(u2) = u2, 
1 
1r( u3) = {Ju3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
2.2°. a =I 0, (3 = 0. The pair (g, g) is equivalent to the pair (g9 , g9 ) by means 
of the mapping 1r : g9 ----+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1 
1r(u1) = -u1, 
a 
1r(u2) = u2, 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = U4. 
2.3°. a = 0, (3 =I 0. The pair (g, g) is equivalent to the pair (g9 , g9 ) by means 
of the mapping 1r : g9 ----+ g, where 
1r( e1) = -e1, 
1 
1r(u1) = -{Ju3, 
1r(u2) = u4, 
1r( u3) = u1, 
1r(u4) = u2. 
2.4°. a= (3 = 0. The pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g10 , g10). 
Since dimD2g8 = 5, dimD2g9 = 1, dimD2g10 = 0 we see that the pairs (g8,g8), 
(g9 , g9 ) and (g10 , g10 ) are not equivalent to each other. 
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3°. A= 1. 
The vectors [e1 , ui], 1 ~ i ~ 4, have the form: 
[e1, u1] = u1, 
[e1, u2] = u2, 
[eb u3] = -u3, 
[e1, u4] = -u4. 
Since the mapping q : g -----+ £(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
Since 
we have 
[u1, u2] E gC2) (b), 
[u1,u3] E gC0)(b), 
[u1, u4] E gC0)(b), 
[u2, u3] E g(o) (b), 
[u2, u4] E g(o) (b), 
[u3,u4] E gC-2)(b), 
[u1, u2] = 0, 
[u1, u3] = ae1, 
[u1, u4] = be1, 
[u2, u3] = ce1, 
[u2, u4] = de1, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a = b = c = d = 0, and the pair (g, g) is 
equivalent to the trivial pair (glo, g10)· 
4°. A~ {0, ~' 1}. 
The vectors [e1 , ui], 1 ~ i ~ 4, have the form: 
[e1, u1] = u1, 
[e1,u2] = AU2, 
[e1,u3] = -u3, 
[e1, u4] = -Au4. 
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Since the mapping q: g--+ £(U, g) is primary, we have 
ga(~) = ga(~) X Ua(~) for all a E ~* 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
_g(o)(~) = Ce1, _g(l)(~) = Cu1, _g(>-)(~) = Cu2, _g(-l)(~) = Cu3, _g(->.)(~) = Cu4. 
Since 
we have 
[u1, u2] E _g(l+>-) (~), 
[u1,u3] E _g(o)(~), 
[u1, u4] E _g(l->.) (~), 
[u2, u3] E _g(>--l) (~), 
[u2, u4] E _g(o) (~), 
[u3, u4] E _g( -l->.) (~), 
[u1, u2] = 0, 
[u1, u3] = ae1, 
[u1, u4] = 0, 
[u2, u3] = 0, 
[u2, u4] = be1, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a= b = 0, and the pair (g, g) is equivalent 
to the trivial pair (g10, g10). 
Thus the proof of the Proposition is complete. 
Proposition 1.2. Any pair (g, g) of type 1.2 is equivalent to the trivial pair: 
1. [ ' l el ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 U1 U1 +u2 -U3 -U4 -u4 
U1 -Ul 0 0 0 0 
U2 -ul-u2 0 0 0 0 
U3 u3+u4 0 0 0 0 
U4 U4 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let £ = { ei} be a basis of g, where 
e1 ~ G 1 0 ~)-1 0 0 -1 
0 -1 -1 
Then A(e1) = 0, and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
By ~ denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vec-
tor e1 , that is~= g. 
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Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 1.2 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Any virtual structure q has the form: 
C(er) = ( cr c2 C3 C4 ). 
Put 
H = ( cr c2- cr c4- c3 -c4) 
and C1 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x) for x E fl. Then C1 (x) = ( 0 0 0 0 ). By 
Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C1 are equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 1.2. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
The vectors [e1 , ui], 1:::;; i:::;; 4, have the form: 
[er, ur] = ur, 
[er, u2] = ur + u2, 
[e1 , u3] = -u3- u4, 
[er, u4] = -u4. 
Since the virtual structure q is primary, we have 
ga(b) = fla(b) X Ua(b) 




[ur, u2] E g(2) (b), 
[ur, u3] E g(o) (b), 
[ur, u4] E g(o) (b), 
[u2, U3] E g(O) (b), 
[u2, u4] E g(o) (b), 
[u3,u4] E g(-2)(b), 
[ur, u2] = 0, 
[ur, u3] = aer, 
[ur, u4] = ber, 
[u2, u3] = cer, 
[u2, u4] = der, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a = b = c = d = 0 and the pair (g, g) is 
equivalent to the trivial pair (gr,flr). 
Thus the proof of the Proposition is complete. 
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Proposition 1.3. Any pair (g,g) is equivalent to one and only one of the following 
pairs: 
1. 
[ ' J e1 u1 u2 us U4 
e1 0 e1 0 u1 U2 
U1 -e1 0 1 -2U2 U3 1 2U4 
U2 0 1 2U2 0 1 2U4 0 
U3 -u1 -U3 1 -2U4 0 0 
U4 1 -u2 -2u4 0 0 0 
2. 
[ ' J e1 U1 U2 us U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
U1 0 0 0 --\e1 +(-\+1)u1 +-\u2 0 
U2 0 0 0 0 U2 
us -u1 Ae1-(-\+1)u1-Au2 0 0 0 
U4 -u2 0 -u2 0 0, 
l-\1 < 1 or l-\1 = 1, 0 ~ arg ,\ ~ 1r 
3. 
[ ' J e1 u1 u2 us U4 
e1 0 0 0 u1 U2 
u1 0 0 0 u1 0 
U2 0 0 0 0 U2 
us -u1 -u1 0 0 e1 
U4 -u2 0 -u2 -e1 0 
4. 
[,] e1 U1 u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 u2 
U1 0 0 0 X y 
U2 0 0 0 y z 
us -u1 -x -y 0 0 
U4 -u2 -y -z 0 0, 
where 
1 ,\ 1 
X= 1+,\ e1 + 1+,\ U1- 1+,\ U2, 
1 1 1 
Y = - 1+,\ e1 + 1+,\ U1 + 1+,\ U2, 
,\ ,\ 1 +2,\ 
z = ---e1 +--u1 +--u2 
1+,\ 1+,\ 1+-\ ' 
,\ # -1 
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5. 
[,] el U! U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 U! U2 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 U! U2 
U3 -ul 0 -ul 0 -U3 
U4 -u2 0 -u2 U3 0 
6. 
[ ,] el U! U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 ul U2 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 AU! -Ael +(A+l)u2 
U3 -u1 0 -AU! 0 -AU3 
U4 -u2 0 Aei-(A+l)u2 AU3 0 
7. 
[ ,] el U! U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 U! U2 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 0 0 0 0 U2 
U3 -ul 0 0 0 el 
u4 -u2 0 -u2 -el 0 
8. 
[ ,] el ul u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 U! U2 
U! 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 0 0 0 -ul el 
U3 -Ul 0 U! 0 e1 +u3 
U4 -u2 0 -e1 -e1 -u3 0 
9. 
[ ,] el U! u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 U! U2 
ul 0 0 0 0 U! 
u2 0 0 0 fJ,UI -AfJ,el +(A+M)u2 
U3 -ul 0 -fJ,UI 0 (1-M)u3 
U4 -u2 -u1 AfJ,ei-(A+M)u2 (M-l)u3 0 
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10. 
[ ,] e1 U1 u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
U1 0 0 0 0 U1 
u2 0 0 0 1 2U1 -~e1 +(.A+~)u2 
U3 -U1 0 1 -2U1 0 1 e1 +2u3 
U4 -u2 -u1 ~e1-(.A+~)u2 -e1-~u3 0 
11. 
[ ,] e1 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
U1 0 0 0 0 U1 
u2 0 0 0 (1-.A)u1 .A(.A-1)e1 +u2 
U3 -U1 0 (.A-1)u1 0 e1 +.Au3 
U4 -u2 -u1 .A(1- .A)e1 -u2 -e1- .Au3 0 
>-#~ 
12. 
[ ,] e1 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
U1 0 0 0 -e1 +2u1 U2 
u2 0 0 0 U2 -e1 +u1 
U3 -u1 e1 -2u1 -u2 0 0 
u4 -U2 -u2 e1-U1 0 0 
13. 
[,] e1 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
U1 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 U1 
U3 -U1 0 0 0 e1 
U4 -U2 0 -u1 -e1 0 
14. 
[,] e1 U1 u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 u2 
U1 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 U1 
U3 -U1 0 0 0 0 
U4 -U2 0 -U1 0 0 
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15. 
[,] e1 U1 u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
U1 0 0 0 0 U1 
U2 0 0 0 U1 -e1 +u1 +2u2 
U3 -U1 0 -U1 0 0 
U4 -u2 -u1 e 1 -u1 -2u2 0 0 
16. 
[' l e1 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
u1 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 0 0 0 U1 U2-U1 
U3 -U1 0 -u1 0 -u3 
U4 -u2 0 u 1 -U2 U3 0 
17. 
[' l e1 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 u2 
U1 0 0 0 0 U1 
u2 0 0 0 AU1 -.\e1 +(1-,\)u1 +(1+.\)u2 
U3 -u1 0 -,\u1 0 (1- .\)u3 
U4 -u2 -u1 ,\e1+(.\-1)u1-(1+.\)u2 (.\-1)u3 0 
,\~1 
18. 
[' l e1 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 u2 
U1 0 0 0 0 U1 
u2 0 0 0 1 2U1 1 1 3 -2e1 +2u1 +2u2 
U3 -U1 0 1 -2U1 0 1 e1 + 2u3 
U4 -u2 -u1 1 1 3 1 2e1- 2u1- 2u2 -e1- 2u3 0 
19. 
[' l e1 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 u1 u2 
u1 0 0 0 0 U1 
u2 0 0 0 0 U1 + U2 
U3 -u1 0 0 0 e1 +u3 
U4 -u2 -u1 -u1 -u2 -e1 -u3 0 
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20. [ ,] e1 u1 u2 us U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
u1 0 0 0 (1-2.A)e1 +2.Au1 (2.A-l)u2 
u2 0 0 0 AU2 2.A-1 1 2(.A-1) e1- 2(.A-1) U1 
us -u1 (2.A-l)e1 -2.Au1 -.Au2 0 (.A- l)u4 
U4 -u2 (1-2.A)u2 1-2.A 1 2(.A-1) e1 + 2(.A-1) U1 (l-.A)u4 0 
.A:f=l 
21. [' l e1 U1 U2 us U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 u2 
u1 0 0 0 1 4 
-3e1 +3u1 1 3U2 
u2 0 0 0 2 3U2 1 s -2e1 +2u1 
us 
1 4 
-u1 3e1- 3u1 2 -3u2 0 1 e1- 3 u4 
U4 -u2 1 -3u2 1 s 2e1- 2·U1 1 3u4 -e1 0 
22. [ ,] e1 U1 U2 us U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 u2 
u1 0 0 0 2u1 2u2 
U2 0 0 0 u2 1 e1- 2u1 
us -u1 -2u1 -u2 0 U4 
U4 -u2 -2u2 ~u1 -e1 -u4 0 
23. [' l e1 u1 u2 Us U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
u1 0 0 0 X y 
u2 0 0 0 y z 
us -U1 -X -y 0 0 
U4 -u2 -y -z 0 0, 
where 
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Two pairs corresponding to parameters (Ar, p,1 ) and ()..2 , p,2 ) are equivalent if and 
only if the points (Ar, p,1 ), ()..2 , p,2 ) E C* x C* lie in the same orbit of the action of 
the symmetric group 6 3 on C* x C* generated by the transformations 
().., p,) ---t (p,, )..); 1 /1 ()..,p,)---> (~, -~). 
24. 
[ 'l e1 U1 u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
U1 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 0 
U3 -u1 0 0 0 e1 
U4 -u2 0 0 -e1 0 
25. [ ,] e1 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 0 U1 U2 
U1 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 0 0 0 0 
U3 -u1 0 0 0 0 
U4 -u2 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let E = { e 1} be a basis of g, where 
e, = (f 0 1 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Then A(e1 ) = 0, and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 1.3 is equivalent to the 
following: 
Proof. Any virtual structure q has the form: 
Put 
H = ( C3 C4 0 0) 
and C1 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x) for x E g. Then C1 (x) = (c1 c 2 0 0). 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C1 are equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
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Let (£,g) be a pair of type 1.3. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (£,g) is defined by the virtual structure determined in the Lemma. 
Then the vectors [eb ui], 1 =::; i =::; 4, have the form: 
Put 
Let p #- 0. 
[eb u1] = pe1, 
[e1,u2] = re1, 
[eb u3] = u1, 
[e1, u4] = u2. 
[u1, u2] = ae1 + a1u1 + a2u2 + a3u3 + a4u4, 
[u1, u3] = be1 + f3I u1 + f32u2 + f33u3 + !34 u4, 
[u1,u4] = ce1 +"Y1U1 +!'2U2 +!'3U3 +"(4U4, 
[u2, u3] = de1 + 61 u1 + 82u2 + 83u3 + 84 u4, 
[u2,u4) = fel +1]1U1 +TJ2U2 +TJ3U3 +TJ4U4, 
[u3, U4] = ke1 + c1 U1 + c2U2 + c3U3 + c4U4. 
Then the pair (£,g) of type 1.3 is equivalent to the pair (£,g) with p = 1, r = 0 
by means of the mapping 1r : fj---+ fj, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1 
1r(u1) = -u1, 
p 
r 
1r(u2) = --u1 + u2, 
p 
1 
1r(u3) = -u3, 
p 
r 
1r(u4) = --U3 + U4. 
p 
The case p = 0, r #- 0 is equivalent to the previous case by means of the mapping 
1r1 : £ ---+ £, where 
1r1(e1) = e1, 
1r1(u1) = u2, 
1r1(u2) = u1, 
1r1 ( u3) = u4, 
1r1(u4) = u3. 
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Using the Jacobi identity for triples (e1,ui,uj), 1:::;; i,j:::;; 4 we obtain that: 
1 
[u1, u2] = ae1- 2u2, 
[u1, u3] = be1 + fJ2u2 + u3, 
1 
[ur, u4] = ce1 + au1 + ')'2U2 + 2u4, 
1 
[u2, u3] = de1 - au1 + 82u2 + 2u4, 
[u2, u4] = fe1 + 7J2u2, 
[u3, u4] = ke1 + (c- d)u1 + c2u2 + 2au3 + (1'2 - 82)u4. 
Then the pair (g, g) of type 1.3 is equivalent to the pair (g, g) with a = c = ')'2 = 0 
by means of the mapping 1r: g-+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(u1) = -12e1 + u1, 
1r(u2) = 2ae1 + u2, 
1r( U3) = -')'2Ul + U3, 
2 4 
1r( u4) = ( 3c- 3a12)e1 + 2au1 + U4. 
Using the Jacobi identity for triples (ui,uj,uk), 1:::;; i,j,k:::;; 4 we obtain: d = f = 
k = 02 = 7]2 = 0, c2 = -~. 
It follows that the pair (g,g) has the form: 
[ ,] e1 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 el 0 Ul U2 
Ul -el 0 1 -2U2 be1 + f32u2 + u3 1 2U4 
u2 0 1 2U2 0 1 2U4 0 
U3 -Ul -bel - j32U2 - U3 - ~U4 0 b -2u2 
U4 -U2 1 -2U4 0 b 2U2 0 
The pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g1,g1) by means of the mapping 1r: g1 -+ g, 
where 
1r(e1) = er, 
1r(u1) = ur, 
1r(u2) = u2, 
b 2 
1r(u3) = 2e1 + 3fJ2u2 +u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
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Let p = r = 0. 
Using the Jacobi identity for triples (e 1 ,ui,uj), 1 ~ i,j ~ 4 we obtain: 
Suppose 
[u1, u2] = 0, 
[u1, u3] = be1 + fJ1u1 + fJ2u2, 
[u1, u4] = ce1 + /1 u1 + 12u2, 
[u2,u3] =del +81u1 +82u2, 
[u2,u4] = fel +ry1u1 +ry2u2, 
[u3,u4] = ke1 +E1U1 +E2U2 + (/1- 01)u3 + (/2- 02)U4. 
V = Zg(g) and a= { adv x!x E 9}. 
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Then V = Ce1 EB Cu1 EB Cu2 and a = C(adv u3) EB C(adv u4) is a two-
dimensional subalgebra of the Lie algebra g[(V). 
Let W = g = Ce1 C V The Lie algebra 9 can be identified with the Lie algebra 
a/... V. Note that the following condition holds: 
V =WEB a(W) = Ce1 EB C(adv u3(W)) EB C(adv u4(W)). 
Conversely, suppose V = C3 and a is a two-dimensional subalgebra of g[(V). Let 
W be a one-dimensional subspace of V such that V = W EB a(W). Put 9 = a /... V 
and g = W. Then the pair (9, g) is equivalent to some pair of type 1.3. 
Therefore there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set of desired 
pairs (9, g) and the set of pairs (a, W), where a is a two-dimensional subalgebra of 
g[(V) and W is a one-dimensional subspace of V such that 
V =WEB a(W). 
Lemma 2. Suppose a1 and a2 are subalgebras of g[(V). Then the Lie algebras 91 = 
a 1 /... V and 92 = a2 /... V are isomorphic if and only if there exists an endomorphism 
rp E GL(V) such that a2 = rpa1rp-1. 
Proof. Indeed, suppose there exists a rp E GL(V) such that a2 = rpa1rp- 1. 
Consider the mapping f : 91 ---+ 92 defined by 
f(x,v) = (rpxrp-l,rp(v)) for x E a1, v E V 
It is easy to see that f is an isomorphism of Lie algebras. 
The converse statement is obvious. 
Lemma 3. Let 92 = a1 /... V, g1 = W1, 92 = a2 /... V, and g2 = W2, where a1 and a2 
are subalgebras ofg[(V), W1 and W 2 are one-dimensional subspaces ofV. Then a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the pairs (91, g2) and (91, g2) to be equivalent 
is that there exist a rp E GL(V) such that a2 = rpa1rp-1 and rp(W1 ) = W2 . In other 
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words, the group G L(V) acts on the set of pairs (a, W) and the action is defined 
by 
cp: (a, W) ~ (cpacp-I, cp(W)). 
Proof. It immediately follows from the previous Lemma. 
Let us classify (up to transformations determined before) all pairs (a, W). 
It is known that any two-dimensional subalgebra a of the Lie algebra g((3, C) 
is equivalent (up to conjugation) to one and only one of the following subalgebras 
(see [KT]): 
a1 = { G ,\; ~) x, y E C, IAI < 1 or IAI = 1, 0 ~ arg A ~ 'l 
a, = { (X r ~ JJ x, y E C} , 
Two pairs corresponding to parameters (-\1, p,1) and (-\2, p,2) are equivalent if and 
only if the points (,\1,p,1), (-\2,p,2) E C* x C* lie in the same orbit of the action of 
the symmetric group 63 on C* x C* generated by the transformations 
(,\, p,) ~ (p,, ,\); 1 f-1, (-\,p,) ~ (~,-~). 
a3= { G 0 xyy) x, y E C, ,\ E C} , X 
0 
04= { 0 0 ~) x,yEC}, X 0 
as= { G 0 D x,y E C}, 0 0 
a,= { (~ 0 JJ x,yEC,AEC}, y 
0 
a,= { 0 0 ,?J x,y E C,A,M E C}, ,\y 0 
as= { 0 y ~) x,yEC}, X 0 
ag= { G y ~) x,y E C}, X 0 
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aw = { 0 ~ ~) x,y E C}, 
an = { G ~ ~) x, y E C} , 
a12 = { 0 ~ ~) x, y E C} , 
a13 = { G ~ ;J x, y E c, A E c} , 
a,. = { G ~ ~) x, y E c} , 
ats={ 0 ~ ~) x,yEC}, 
a16 = { 0 ~ JJ x,y E C,A E C}, 
a17={G ~ n x,yEC}, 
a1s={(~O Jx ~ ) x,yEC,AEC\{1}}, 
0 (2A- 1)x 
atg={ 0 z ;J x,yEC} 
Consider in detail the case when a= a1 . 
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For a subalgebra a C g((3, C) by A( a) denote the following subgroup of GL(3, C): 
A(a) ={X E GL(3,C)IXaX-1 =a}. 
Let A tf_ { -1, 1}, then 
A( a) = { G ~ ~) a, b, c E C } 
Any one-dimensional subspace W of V is equivalent (up to the action of elements 
of A( a)) to one and only one of the following subspaces: 
w = c G) , i,j, k E {0, 1}, i 2 + j 2 + k' ?" 0. 
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Let A= -1, then 
A(a) = { 0 0 0) (0 a 0) } b  , b 0  a, b, c E C* . 
0 c 0 0 c 
Any one-dimensional subspace W of V is equivalent (up to the action of elements 
of A( a)) to one and only one of the following subspaces: 
w = c G) , i,j, k E {0, 1}, j = 0 if i = 0, i 2 + j 2 + k' 7' 0. 
Note that the condition 
V =WEB a(W) 
holds only for 
w~=c(:). 
Suppose 
e1 = (D 
Let u1 = adv us(ei), u2 = adv u4(e1). 
Then 
Since { e1 , u 1 , u2 } is a basis of V, we obtain that the pair (g,g), corresponding a1 
has the form: 
[ ' l el Ul u2 us U4 
e1 0 0 0 Ul U2 
ul 0 0 0 -Ael +(A+1)ui +Au2 0 
U2 0 0 0 0 u2 
us -u1 Ael -(A+1)ui-AU2 0 0 A 
U4 -U2 0 -U2 -A 0, 
where A= ae1 + au1 + {3u2. 
Consider the following cases: 
1 o. A =/:- 0. The pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g2 ,g2 ) by means of the 
mapping 1r : g2 ---+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(u1) = U1, 
1r(u2) = u2, 
1r(us) =(a- {3)e1 +us, 
a(1 +A) a 
1r( u4) = (a - A )e1 - -:\u1 + u4. 
2°. A= 0. 
2.1°. a =f. 0. 
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Then the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g3,g3) by means of the mapping 
1r : g3 -+ g, where 
1r(e1) = ae1 , 
1r( u 1 ) = aur, 
1r( u2) = au2, 
1r(u3) = -f3e1 + u3, 
1r(u4) = ae1 + u4. 
2.2°. a= 0. 
Then the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g2,g2) (with A= 0). 
Since dim Dg2 (A = 0) =f. dim Dg3 we see that the pairs (g2, g2) and (g3, g3) are 
not equivalent. 
If A = 1, then there is no any one-dimensional subspace W of V such that 
V =WEB a(W). 
In a similar way we obtain the pairs (gi, gi), i = 4- 25. 
Since dim Dg1 =f. dim Dgi, i = 2 - 25 we see that the pairs (g1, g1) and (gi, gi) 
are not equivalent. 
The proof of the Proposition is complete. 
Proposition 1.4. Any pair (g,g) of type 1.4 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
1. [ ' l e1 U! U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 U! U2 el 
U! 0 0 U! U2 U! 
U2 -U! -U! 0 U3 0 
U3 -u2 -u2 -u3 0 -U3 
U4 -e1 -u1 0 U3 0 
2. [ ' l e1 U! U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 U! u2 el 
U! 0 0 0 0 PU! 
U2 -U! 0 0 0 (p-1)u2 
U3 -u2 0 0 0 (p-2)u3 
U4 -e1 -pu1 (1-p)u2 (2-p)u3 0 
3. [ ' l el U! u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 U! U2 el 
U! 0 0 0 0 2u1 
U2 -U! 0 0 el U2 
U3 -u2 0 -e1 0 0 
U4 -e1 -2u1 -u2 0 0 
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4. 
[ ' l el ul u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 Ul U2 0 
U1 0 0 ul U2 0 
U2 -ul -ul 0 U3 0 
U3 -u2 -u2 -u3 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 
5. 
[ ' l el ul u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 Ul U2 0 
U1 0 0 0 0 ul 
U2 -ul 0 0 0 U2 
U3 -u2 0 0 0 u1 +u3 
U4 0 -u1 -u2 -u1 - u3 0 
6. 
[ ' l e1 ul u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 Ul u2 0 
Ul 0 0 0 0 Ul 
U2 -ul 0 0 0 U2 
U3 -u2 0 0 0 U3 
U4 0 -u1 -u2 -u3 0 
7. 
[ ' l el Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 Ul U2 0 
Ul 0 0 0 Ul 0 
U2 -Ul 0 0 re1 +u2+u4 0 
U3 -u2 -u1 -re1 -u2 -u4 0 pu4 
U4 0 0 0 -pu4 0 
8. 
[ ' l e1 Ul U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 U1 U2 0 
Ul 0 0 0 ul 0 
U2 -ul 0 0 re1 +u2 0 
U3 -u2 -u1 -re1- u2 0 PU4 
U4 0 0 0 -pu4 0 
9. 
[ ' l el Ul u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 Ul U2 0 
U1 0 0 0 U1 0 
U2 -ul 0 0 re1 +u2+u4 0 
U3 -u2 -u1 -re1-u2-u4 0 ul-u4 
U4 0 0 0 U4-Ul 0 
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10. 
[ ' l el U! u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 ul U2 0 
ul 0 0 0 U! 0 
u2 -ul 0 0 re1 +u2 0 
U3 -u2 -u1 -re1 -u2 0 U!-U4 
U4 0 0 0 U4-Ul 0 
11. 
[ ' l el U! u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 U! U2 0 
U! 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 -ul 0 0 re1 +u4 0 
U3 -u2 0 -re1-u4 0 U4 
U4 0 0 0 -U4 0 
12. 
[ ' l el U! u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 U! U2 0 
U1 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 -ul 0 0 re1 0 
U3 -u2 0 -re1 0 U4 
U4 0 0 0 -U4 0 
13. 
[ ' l el U! u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 U! U2 0 
U1 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 -u1 0 0 e1 +u4 0 
U3 -u2 0 -el-u4 0 ul 
U4 0 0 0 -ul 0 
14. 
[ ' l el U! U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 ul U2 0 
U! 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -ul 0 0 U4 0 
U3 -u2 0 -U4 0 U! 
U4 0 0 0 -u1 0 
15. 
[ ' l el U! U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 ul U2 0 
U! 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -ul 0 0 e1 +u4 0 
U3 -u2 0 -el-u4 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 
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16. 
[ 'l el ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 0 Ul uz 0 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 
uz -Ul 0 0 U4 0 
U3 -uz 0 -U4 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 
17. [ ,] el ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 0 Ul Uz 0 
Ul 0 0 0 0 0 
Uz -ul 0 0 e1 0 
U3 -uz 0 -el 0 Ul 
U4 0 0 0 -Ul 0 
18. 
[ 'l el Ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 0 Ul Uz 0 
Ul 0 0 0 0 0 
Uz -Ul 0 0 0 0 
U3 -uz 0 0 0 Ul 
U4 0 0 0 -u1 0 
19. 
[' l e1 Ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 0 Ul uz 0 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 
Uz -Ul 0 0 el 0 
U3 -uz 0 -el 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 
20. 
[ 'l el ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 0 U1 Uz 0 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 
Uz -ul 0 0 0 0 
U3 -uz 0 0 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let E = { e 1} be a basis of g, where 
e,= G 1 0 D 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Then A(e1) = 0, and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
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Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 1.4 is equivalent to the 
following: 
Proof. Any virtual structure q has the form: 
Put 
H = ( c2 cs 0 0) 
and C1 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x) for x E g. Then C1 (x) = ( c1 0 0 c4 ). 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C1 are equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 1.4. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the virtual structure determined in the Lemma. 
Then the vectors [e1, ui], 1 ~ i ~ 4, have the form: 
Put 
[e1,u1] =pel, 
[e1, u2] = u1, 
[e1, us] = u2, 
[e1, u4] = re1. 
[u1, u2] = ae1 + a1u1 + a2u2 + asus + a4u4, 
[u1, us] = be1 + {31u1 + {32u2 + f3sus + f34u4, 
[ub u4] = ce1 + 11 u1 + 12u2 +'"(sUs + '"(4U4, 
[u2, us] = de1 + 81u1 + 82u2 + 8sus + 84u4, 
[u2, U4] = fel + 7]1U1 + 7]2U2 + 'l]sUs + 7]4U4, 
[us, u4] = ke1 + c1U1 + c2u2 + csUs + c4U4. 
Suppose r = 0. Using the Jacobi identity we see that the pair (g,g) has the form: 
[,] el Ul u2 us U4 
el 0 0 Ul U2 0 
ul 0 0 alul f31u1 + a1u2 '"(1U1 
u2 -ul -alul 0 A 7]1 U1 + '"/1 U2 
us -u2 -{31 U1 - a1 U2 -A 0 B 
U4 0 -11 u1 -771 u1 - 11 u2 -B 0 
where 
A= de1 + 81u1 + f31u2 + a1us + 84u4, 
B = ke1 + c1u1 + 7]1U2 +'"flUs+ c4u4, 
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and 
al/'l = 0, 
2a1,81 + 1184 = 0, 
11 (,81 + c4) = 0, 
2d11- ka1 = 0, 
21184- a1c4 = 0, 
c4'171 - k- 2a1c1 + /181 = 0. 
Consider the following cases: 
1°. a1 =/= 0. Then we have k = ,81 = /1 = c1 = c4 = 0. 
It follows that the pair (9,g) has the form: 
[ ' l el Ul U2 U3 
el 0 0 Ul U2 
Ul 0 0 alul alu2 
U2 -Ul -alul 0 A 
U3 -u2 -alu2 -A 0 
U4 0 0 -rJlUl -rJlU2 







The pair (9,g) is equivalent to the pair (9' ,g') by means of the mapping 1r : 9' ----+ 9, 
where 
The pair (9' ,g') has the form: 






1r(e1) = e1, 
1 
1r(u1) = -ur, 
al 
1 
1r(u2) = -u2, 
al 
1 
1r(u3) = -u3, 
a1 
1r( u4) = '171 e1 + u4. 
el Ul U2 U3 
0 0 ul u2 
0 0 Ul ~ -ul -ul 0 
-u2 -u2 -A 0 
0 0 0 0 







Then the pair (9' ,g') is equivalent to the pair (94,94) by means of the mapping 
1r : 94 ----+ 9', where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r( u1) = u1, 
1r( u2) = u2, 
81- d 
1r(u3) = de1 + 2 u1 + u3 + 84u4, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
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2°. a 1 = 0, /'l ::J 0. Then we have 
{ 
d = 84 = 0, 
c4 = -(31, 
k = 8n1- f3IrJ1· 
It follows that the pair (g,g) has the form: 
[,] e1 U1 U2 U3 
e1 0 0 U1 U2 
U1 0 0 0 (31 U1 
u2 -u1 0 0 81u1 + f31u2 
U3 -U2 - (31 U1 -81 U1 - (31 U2 0 
U4 0 -')'1 u1 -rJl u1 - /'1 u2 -A 
where A= (8n1- f3I'TJI)el + E1u1 + 'TJ1U2 + /'1U3- f31u4. 
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The pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g' ,g') by means of the mapping 1r : g' ----+ g, 
where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(u1) = u1, 
1r( u2) = u2, 
) !31 1r( U3 = U3- -u4, 
/'1 
1 
1r( u4) = -u4. 
/'1 
The pair (g' ,g') has the form: 
[,] e1 u1 
e1 0 0 u1 
U1 0 0 0 
u2 -u1 0 0 
U3 -U2 0 -81 U1 
u4 0 -u1 -rJIUl- u2 
where A= 81e1 + E1U1 + 'T]1U2 + u3. 
0 
2.1 °. ~: 1 ::J 0. Then the pair (g',g') is equivalent to the pair (g5 ,g5 ) by means of 
the mapping 1r : g5 ----+ g', where 
1r(e1) = vfc1e1, 
1r(u1) = c1u1, 
1r( u2) = vfc1 u2, 
1r(u3) = 81e1 + u3, 
1r(u4) = rJ1e1 + u4. 
2.2°. ~: 1 = 0. Then the pair (g',g') is equivalent to the pair (g6 ,g6 ) by means of 
the mapping 1r : g6 ----+ g', where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(u1) = u1, 
1r(u2) = u2, 
1r(u3) = 81e1 + u3, 
1r( u4) = 'TJI e1 + u4. 
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3°. cx1 = /l = 0. Then we have k = E4'T/l and the pair (g,g) has the form: 
[ ,] el U! U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 U! u2 0 
U! 0 0 0 fJ1u1 0 
U2 -Ul 0 0 A 'T/lUl 
U3 -U2 -{31 u1 -A 0 B 
U4 0 0 -TJIUI -B 0 
' 
where 
A= de1 + 81u1 + fJ1u2 + 84u4, 
B = c4'T/1e1 + E1U1 + TJ1U2 + E4U4. 
The pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g' ,g') by means of the mapping 1r : g' ---+ g, 
where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(u1) = UI, 
1r( u2) = u2, 
1r(u3) = 81e1 +u3, 
1r(u4) = 'T/1e1 + U4. 








el UI u2 U3 
0 0 U! U2 
0 0 0 fJ1u1 
-ul 0 0 A 
-u2 -{31u1 -A 0 
0 0 0 -B 
A= de1 + fJ1u2 + 84u4, 







Note that any pair (g,g) of the form (*) is uniquely defined by the set of param-
eters (d, fJ1, 84, EI, c4). 
Lemma 2. Two pairs (g,g) and (g',g') of the form(*) defined by sets of parameters 
(d,{31,84,c1,c4) and (d',{31',84',c1',c4'), respectively, are equivalent if and only if 
there exist a, b4, c 2 E C*, c1 E C such that 
fJ1 = b4{31 1, 
d = b4 2d', 
8 _ ab4 2 84' 
4- C2 ' 
c4 = b4E:41, 
1 ( f f {3 ') c1 = a2 C2c1 - C1c4 - C1 1 . 
Proof. Suppose the pairs (g,g) and (g',g') are equivalent by means of a mapping 
1r : g ---+ g'. Let H = ( hij) u;, i,j ~ s be the matrix of 1r. 
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Since 1r(g) = g', we have h1j = 0 whenever 2 ~ i ~ 5. Since 1r is an isomorphism 
of Lie algebras, we have 
(1) 1r([x, y]) = [1r(x), 1r(y)] for x, y E g. 
Check this condition for vectors of the basis. 
After some calculation we obtain that H has the form: 
a 0 0 b1 0 
0 a2b4 ab3 b2 C1 
H= 0 0 ab4 b3 0 
0 0 0 b4 0 
0 0 0 bs C2 
Check condition (1) for vectors u1, u2, u3, u4. 
1. 1r([u1,u2]) = [1r(u1),1r(u2)] = 0. 
2. 1r([u1,u3]) = [1r(u1),1r(u3)]::::} a2b4f31u1 = a2b42f31'u1::::} 
3. 1r([u1,u4]) = [1r(u1),1r(u4)] = 0. 
4. 1r([u2, u3]) = [1r(u2), 1r(u3)] ::::} ade1 + (ab3f31 + c184)u1 + ab4f31u2 + c284u4 = 
ab42d'e1 + (ab3b4j3/- ab1b4)u1 + ab42f31'u2 + ab42841U4::::} 
{ d = b42d', 8 _ ab4 2 04 1 4 - C2 ' b =_c184 
1 ab4 · 
5. 1r([u2,u4]) = [1r(u2),1r(u4)] = 0. 
6. 1r([u3, u4]) = [1r(u3), 1r(u4)]::::} (a2b4c1 +c1c4)u1 +c2c4U4 = (b4c2c1' -b4c1f31')u1+ 
b4c2c41 U4 ::::} 
{ 
So, the classification (up to equivalence) of pairs(*) is reduced to the classification 
of quintuples (d, /31,84, c-1, c4) up to transformations determined in Lemma 2. 
After some calculation, we see that every quintuple is equivalent to one and only 
one of the following: 
(d, 1, 1, 0, c4), 
(d, 1, 0, 0, c4), 
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(d, 1, 1, 1, -1), 
(d, 1, 0, 1, -1), 
(d, 0, 1, 0, 1), 
(d, 0, 0, 0, 1), 
(1, 0, 1, 1, 0), 
(0, 0, 1, 1, 0), 
(1, 0, 1, 0, 0), 
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0), 
(1, 0, 0, 1, 0), 
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0), 
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0). 
The corresponding pairs are (gi,gi), 7 ~ i ~ 20 respectively. 
Lemma 3. 
Let r =/=- 0. Then any pair (g,g) is equivalent to one and only one of the pairs 
(9i,gi), i = 1 - 3. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the previous Lemma. 
Since virtual structures of the case r = 0 are trivial, and virtual structures of 
the case r =/=- 0 are non-trivial, we see that pairs, corresponding to cases r = 0 and 
r =/=- 0 are not equivalent. 
Since dim V 2g4 =/=-dim V 2gi, i = 5- 20 we see that the pairs (94, g4) and (gi,gi) 
are not equivalent. 
Since dim[gi, Vgi] =/=- dim[gj, Vgj], i = 5, 6, j = 7 - 20 we see that the pairs 
(9i,gi) and (gj,gj) are not equivalent. 
Consider the homomorphisms fi : 9i--+ g((3, C), where fi(x) is the matrix of the 
mapping adv:gi, i = 5,6, in the basis {u1,u2,u3}. We have: 
!s(g,) = { G ~ n x. y E c}. 
fa(ij,) = { c ~ n x,y E C}. 
Since the subalgebras f 5 (g5 ) and f 6 (96 ) of the Lie algebra g((3, C) are not con-
jugate, we conclude that the pairs (95 , g5 ) and (g6 , g6 ) are not equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
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2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Proposition 2.1. Any pair (g,g) of type 2.1 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
1. [ ' l el e2 UI U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 ul 0 -U3 0 
e2 0 0 0 U2 0 -U4 
UI -UI 0 0 0 el 0 
u2 0 -u2 0 0 0 e2 
U3 U3 0 -el 0 0 0 
U4 0 U4 0 -e2 0 0 
2. [ ' l el e2 ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 UI 0 -U3 0 
e2 0 0 0 u2 0 -U4 
UI -ul 0 0 0 el 0 
u2 0 -u2 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 0 -e1 0 0 0 
U4 0 U4 0 0 0 0 
3. [ ' l el e2 U1 U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 UI 0 -U3 0 
e2 0 0 0 u2 0 -U4 
ul -ul 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 -u2 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 0 0 0 0 0 
U4 0 U4 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let E = { e1, e2} be a basis of g, where 
e, = (~ 0 0 ~} e, = (~ 0 0 ~) 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
Then 
A(ei) = A(e2) = 0, 
and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 2.1 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Put 
i = 1,2. 
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It follows that: 
{ C2 - c2 - c2 - c2 - 0 11 - 1S - 21 - 2S - ' 
C1 - c1 - c1 - c1 - 0 12 - 14 - 22 - 24 - 0 
So, any virtual structure q on generalized module 2.1 has the form: 
0 c}s 0) 
0 c~s 0 ' 
Put 
Now put C1 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x) for x E g. Then 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C1 are equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g,g) be a pair of type 2.1. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g,g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
Put 
[e1, e2] = 0, 
[e1, u1] = u1, 
[e1, u2] = 0, 
[e1, us] = -us, 
[e1, u4] = 0, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = u2, 
[e2, us]= 0, 
[e2, u4] = -u4. 
[u1, u2] = a1e1 + a2e2 + a1u1 + a2u2 + asus + a4u4, 
[u1,us] = b1e1 + b2e2 + fJ1u1 + fJ2u2 + f3sus + f34u4, 
[u1,u4] = c1e1 +c2e2 +11u1 +12u2 +rsus +14u4, 
[u2, us] = d1e1 + d2e2 + b1 u1 + b2u2 + bsus + b4u4, 
[u2, u4] = !Ie1 + he2 + 'r/1 u1 + TJ2U2 + TJsUs + 'r/4U4, 
[us,u4] = k1e1 + k2e2 +s1u1 +s2u2 +ssus +s4u4. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain that the pair (g,g) has the form: 
[' l e1 e2 ul U2 us U4 
el 0 0 Ul 0 -us 0 
e2 0 0 0 U2 0 -U4 
ul -ul 0 0 0 b1e1 0 
U2 0 -U2 0 0 0 he2 
us us 0 -he1 0 0 0 
U4 0 U4 0 -he2 0 0 
Consider the following cases: 
1 o 0 b1h =1- 00 Then the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g1 ,g1 ) by means of 
the mapping 1r: g1 ---+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(u1) = u1, 
1r(u2) = u2, 
1 
1r( us) = b1 us, 
1 
1r( U4) = f2 U4o 
2° 0 b1 =f- 0, h = Oo Then the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g2 ,g2 ) by means 
of the mapping 1r : g2 ---+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(u1) = u1, 
1r( u2) = u2, 
1 
7r(us) = b1 us, 
1r(u4) = U4o 
3° 0 b1 = 0, h =1- 00 Then the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g2 ,g2 ) by means 
of the mapping 1r : g2 ---+ g, where 
1r(e1) = -e2, 
1r(e2) = -e1, 
1 
1r( u1) = h u4, 
1r(u2) =us, 
7r(us) = u2, 
1r(u4) = u1° 
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4°. bl = h = 0. 
Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g3 ,g3 ). 
Since dim 'Dg1 = 6, dim 'Dg2 = 5, dim 'Dg3 = 4 we see that the pairs (gi, gl ), 
(g2, g2) and (g3, g3) are not equivalent to each other. 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. Any pair (g, g) of type 2.2 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
)..=0 
1. 
[ ' l el e2 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 e2 Ul 0 -U3 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 Ul -U4 -2e2 
U1 -ul 0 0 0 U2 -ul 
u2 0 -ul 0 0 0 u2 
U3 U3 U4 -U2 0 0 2u3 
U4 0 2e2 U1 -u2 -2u3 0 
2. 
[ ' l el e2 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 e2 ul 0 -U3 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
U1 -ul 0 0 e2 U4 0 
U2 0 -ul -e2 0 (p-l)u3 pu4 
U3 U3 U4 -u4 (l-p)u3 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 -pu4 0 0 
3. 
[ 'l el e2 ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 e2 Ul 0 -u3 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
ul -ul 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 0 -ul 0 0 U3 U4 
U3 U3 U4 0 -U3 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 -U4 0 0 
)..=1 
4. 
[ ' l el e2 Ul U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 Ul U2 -U3 -U4 
e2 0 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
ul -ul 0 0 0 e2 0 
u2 -u2 -ul 0 0 el e2 
U3 U3 U4 -e2 -el 0 0 
U4 U4 0 0 -e2 0 0 
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5. [' l e1 e2 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 U1 U2 -u3 -u4 
e2 0 0 0 U1 -U4 0 
u1 -u1 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -u2 -u1 0 0 e2 0 
U3 U3 U4 0 -e2 0 0 
U4 U4 0 0 0 0 0 
A=_.!_ 2 
6. [ ,] e1 e2 U1 U2 U3 U4 
e1 
e2 
0 3 U1 1 1 2e2 - 2u2 -u3 2u4 
3 0 0 U1 -U4 0 -2e2 
U1 
U2 
-u1 0 0 U4 0 0 1 
-u1 -u4 0 0 0 2U2 
U3 
U4 
U3 U4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
-2U4 
I A I < 1 or I A I = 1, 0 ~ argA ~ 1r 
7. [ ,] e1 e2 U1 u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 (1-A)e2 u1 AU2 -U3 -AU4 
e2 (A-1)e2 0 0 u1 -U4 0 
U1 -u1 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -Au2 -u1 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 U4 0 0 0 0 
U4 AU4 0 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let £ = { e1, e2} be a basis of g, where 
e, = G 0 0 ~). e, = (~ 1 0 D A 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -A 0 -1 
Then 
A(e1) = (~ 1 ~A)' A(e2) = (A~ 1 ~), 
and for x E g the matrix B ( x) is identified with x. 
By ~ denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vec-
tor e1. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 2.2 is equivalent to one of 
the following: 
a) A# 0, A#~ 
b) A= 0 
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c) ).. - l 
- 2 
( 0 0 0 0) Cs(ei) = 0 P 0 0 , ( 0 0 0 r) Cs(e2) = 0 0 0 0 . 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 2.2. Without loss of 
generality it can be assumed that q is primary. Consider the following cases: 
a) ).. # 0, ).. # ~- Since 
we have 
( 0 0 0 0) C(e1) = C(e2) = 0 0 0 0 . 
So, the virtual structure q is equivalent to the trivial. Put C1 =C. 
b) ).. = 0. Since 
g(o) (f)) = Ce1, g(l) (f)) = Ce2, 
U(0)(f)) = Cu2 EB Cu4, U(l)(f)) = Cu1, u(-l)(f)) = Cus, 
we have 
C( ) = ( 0 c2 0 cs ) 
e1 c1 0 0 0 ' 
Let us check condition (3), Chapter I, for x, y E E. 
We have: 
- (~ 0 
0 0 0) (0 0 







It follows that c2 = -c1, c3 = 0, and the virtual structure q has the form: 
-c1 0 0) 
0 0 0 ' 
Put 
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and C2 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x) for x E g. Then 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C2 are equivalent. 
c) A= ~- Since 
g(0)(fJ) = Cer, g(~)(fJ) = Ce2, 
U(l)(fJ) = Cu1, U(~)(f)) = Cu2, u(-l)(fJ) = Cu3, u(-~)(fJ) = Cu4, 
we have 
( 0 0 0 0) C(ei) = 0 c1 0 0 ' 
Let us check condition (3), Chapter I, for e1 and e2 . We have 
( 0 0 0 ~ c2 ) = _ ( 0 0 0 - ~ c2 ) 000 0 000 0. 
Now put C3 =C. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
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Let (g, g) be a pair of type 2.2. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by one of the virtual structures determined in the 
Lemma. Consider the following cases: 
1 a . A =/= 0, A =/= ~. Then 
[e1, e2] = (1- A)e2, 
[e1, u1] = u1, 
[e1, u2] = Au2, 
[e1, u3] = -u3, 
[e1, u4] = -Au4, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = u1, 
[e2, u3] = -u4, 
[e2, u4] = 0. 
Since the mapping q: g--+ .C(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
:g(o) (f)) =::> Cer, :g(l->.) (f)) =::> Ce2, 
:g(l) (f)) =::> Cur, :g(>-) (f)) =::> Cu2, 
:g(-l)(fJ) =::> Cu3 , :g(->.)(fJ) =::> Cu4, 
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and 
1.1 o. Suppose A.= 1. Then 
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[u1, u2] E 9(1+>-) (f)), 
[u1,u3] E 9(0)([)), 
[u1, u4] E 9(1->.) (f)), 
[u2, u3] E 9(>.-l) (f)), 
[u2, u4] E 9(o) (f)), 
[u3, U4] E 9(-l->.)(f)). 
[u1, u2] = 0, 
[u1, u3] = ae1 + be2, 
[u1, u4] = ce1 + de2, 
[u2, u3] = fe1 + ke2, 
[u2, u4] = me1 + ne2, 
[u3,u4] = 0. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
{ 
a= c = 0, 
d=m=O, 
f = n =b. 
It follows that the pair (9,g) has the form: 
[ ' l el e2 ul U2 
el 0 0 Ul U2 
e2 0 0 0 Ul 





U2 -u2 -ul 0 0 be1 + ke2 
U3 U3 U4 -be2 -be1 - ke2 0 
U4 U4 0 0 -be2 0 








1.1.1°. b f- 0. Then the pair (9,g) is equivalent to the pair (94,94) by means of 
the mapping 1r: 94-+ 9, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1 
1r( u1) = bu1, 
k 1 
1r( u2) =-b2 u1 + bu2, 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
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1.1.2°. b = 0, k #- 0. Then the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g5 ,gs) by 
means of the mapping 1r : g5 --+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
7r(ez) = ez, 
1 
1r(u1) = ku1, 
1 
1r( uz) = kuz, 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
1.1.3°. b = k = 0. Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g7 ,g7). 
Since dimDg4 = 6, dimDgs = 5, dimDg7 = 4 we see that the pairs (g4,g4), 
(gs, g5 ) and (g7, g7) are not equivalent to each other. 
1.2°. Suppose A. = - ~. Then 
[u1, uz] = au4, 
[u1, u3] = ae1, 
[u1, u4] = bez, 
[uz, u3] = 0, 
[uz, u4] = ce1, 
[u3, u4] = f3uz. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a = b = c = (3 = 0. It follows that the pair 
(g,g) has the form: 
[ ,] e1 ez U1 Uz U3 U4 
e1 0 3 U1 1 1 2e2 -2u2 -u3 2u4 
3 0 0 0 ez -2e2 U1 -U4 
U1 -u1 0 0 au4 0 0 
Uz 1 -U1 -aU4 0 0 0 2u2 
U3 U3 U4 0 0 0 0 
U4 1 0 0 0 0 0 -2U4 
Consider the following cases: 
1.2.1 °. a#- 0. Then the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the pair (g6 ,g6 ) by means of 
the mapping 1r : g6 --+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(ez) = ez, 
1 
1r( u1) = -u1, 
a 
1 
1r( uz) = -uz, 
a 
1 
1r(u3) = -u3, 
a 
1 
1r( u4) = -u4. 
a 
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1.2.2°. a= 0. Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g7,g7 ). 
Since dim[V2g6 , Vg6 ] -=1- dim[V2g7, Vg7], we see that the pairs (g5, g5) and (g7, g7) 
are not equivalent. 
1.3°. Suppose ,\ = -1. Then 
[u1, u2] = ae1 , 
[u1,u3] = be1, 
[u1, u4] = ce2, 
[u2, u3] = 0, 
[u2, u4] = de1, 
[u3, u4] = fe1. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a= b = c = d = f = 0. It follows that the 
pair (g,g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g7,g7). 
1.4°. Suppose ,\ rf- { -1, -~, 1 }. Then 
[u1, u2] = 0, 
[u1, u3] = ae1, 
[ub u4] = be2, 
[u2, u3] = 0, 
[u2, u4] = ce1, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a = b = c = 0. It follows that the pair (g, g) 
is equivalent to the trivial pair (g7, g7). 
2°. ,\ = 0. Then 
[e1, e2] = e2, 
[e1, u1] = pe2 + u1, 
[eb u2] = -pe1, 
[eb u3] = -u3, 
[eb u4] = 0, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = ul, 
[e2, u3] = -u4, 
[e2, u4] = re2. 
Since the mapping q : g ---t £(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
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Since 
[u1, u2] E _g(l)(f)), 
[u1, us] E _g(o)(f)), 
[u1, u4] E _g(l) (f)), 
[u2,us] E _g(-l)(f)), 
[u2, u4] E _g(o)(fJ), 
[us,u4] E _g(-l)(f)), 
we have 
[u1, u2] = ae2 + au1, 
[u1, us] = be1 + fJ1u2 + fJ2u4, 
[u1, u4] = ce2 + rul, 
[u2, us] = 8us, 
[u2, u4] = fe1 + 7]1 u2 + 7]2U4, 
[us, u4] = c:us. 
The pair (g, g) of type 2.2 is equivalent to the pair (g, g) with a = 0 by means 
of the mapping 1r : g --+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
a 
1r(u1) = -2e2 + u1, 
a 
1r( u2) = 2e1 + u2, 
1r( us) = us, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
Let (31 #- 0. Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
p=O, 
r = -2(31, 
a= (3~, 
b = -3(31(32, 
c = -(31(32, 
I= -(31, 
8 = (32, 
f = -3(31(32, 
7]1 = (31, 
7]2 = 2(32, 
c = 2(31. 
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It follows that the pair (9,g) has the form: 
[ ' J e1 e2 U1 u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 e2 U1 0 -u3 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 U1 -U4 -2{31 e2 
U1 -u1 0 0 {3~e2 A -{31fJ2e2- fJ1u1 
U2 0 -u1 -{3~e2 0 fJ2u3 B 
U3 U3 U4 -A -{32u3 0 2f31u3 
U4 0 2{31e2 fJ1fJ2e2 + fJ1u1 -B -2{31u3 0 
where 
{ A = -3f31f32e1 + fJ1 u2 + fJ2u4, 
B = -3{31f32e1 + fJ1 u2 + 2{32u4. 
The pair (9,g) is equivalent to the pair (9',g') by means of the mapping 1r: 9' --t 9, 
where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1 
1r(u1) = {31 U1, 
1 
1f ( U2) = {31 U2, 
1 
1f ( U3) = {31 U3, 
1 
1r( u4) = {31 U4. 
The pair (9' ,g') has the form: 
[ ' J e1 e2 U1 u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 e2 U1 0 -U3 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 U1 -U4 -2e2 
U1 -u1 0 0 {3~e2 A -{32e2- u1 
U2 0 -u1 -{3~e2 0 fJ2u3 B 
U3 U3 U4 -A -{32u3 0 2u3 
U4 0 2e2 fJ2e2 + u1 -B -2u3 0 
where 
{ A= -3{32e1 + u2 + fJ2u4, 
B = -3{32e1 + u2 + 2{32u4. 
Then the pair (9',g') is equivalent to the pair (91 ,g1 ) by means of the mapping 
7r : 91 --t 9', where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r( u1) = -{32e2 + u1, 
1r( u2) = -3{32e1 + u2 + 2{32u4, 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
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Let {31 = 0. Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
\ 
p = r = b = c = 0, 
"( = f = 7]1 = c = 0, 
a= !322' 
8 = 7]2- !32· 
It follows that the pair (9,g) has the form: 
[' l el e2 UI U2 
el 0 e2 UI 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 UI 





U2 0 -UI -f32 2e2 0 ( 7]2- !32 )u3 
U3 U3 U4 -f32u4 (!32 -772)u3 0 
U4 0 0 0 -7]2U4 0 









2.1 o. {32 #- 0. Then the pair (9,g) is equivalent to the pair (92,g2) by means of 
the mapping 1r: 92 ~ 9, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1 
1r(u1) = {32 UI, 
1 
7r ( U2) = {32 U2, 
1 
7r ( U3) = {32 U3, 
1 
1r( u4) = {32 u4. 
2.2°. {32 = 0, 772 #- 0. Then the pair (9,g) is equivalent to the pair (93,g3) by 
means of the mapping 1r : 93 ~ 9, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1 
7r( UI) = -UI, 
7]2 
1 
1r(u2) = -u2, 
7]2 
1 
1r( u3) = -u3, 
7]2 
1 
1r( u4) = -u4. 
7]2 
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2.3°. {32 = TJ2 = 0. Then the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (ih,fJ7 ). 
It remains to show that the pairs (gi, fJi), i = 2, 3, 7, are not equivalent to each 
other. 
Consider the algebras 
and the homomorphisms 
fi : gi ----t g[(3, C) (i = 2, 3, 7), 
where fi ( x) is the matrix of the mapping adv:gi x in the basis { e2 + Cu4, u1 + 
Cu4, us+ Cu4}, x E gi. We have: 
f2(g2)={ (~ ; ~ ) x,yEC}, 
0 0 (1-p)y-x 
J,(g,) = { G ~
h(g,)={ G ~
~ ) x,y E c}, 
-x-y JJ x,yEC} 
Since the subalgebras f2(g2), fs(gs), and f7(g7) of the Lie algebra g[(3, C) are 
not conjugate, we conclude that the pairs (g2, fJ2), (gs, fJs), and (g7, fJ7) are not 
equivalent to each other. 
Consider the pairs (g2 , g2 ) and (i)~, g~) with parameters p and p' respectively. 
Since the subalgebras f2(g2) and !2' (g~) of the Lie algebra g[(3, C) are not con-
jugate, we conclude that the pairs (g2, fJ2) and (g~, g~) are not equivalent, whenever 
pI-p'. 
Since dim 1Jg1 I- dim Vgi, i = 2, 3, 7, we see that the pairs (g1, fJI) and (gi, f!i) 
are not equivalent. 
3°.). = ~· Then 
1 [e1,e2] = 2e2, 
[er, u1] = u1, [e2, u1] = 0, 
1 [e1,u2] =pe2 + 2u2, [e2,u2] = u1, 
[e1, us] = -us, [e2, us] = -u4, 
1 [e1, u4] = -2u4, [e2, u4] = re1. 
Since the mapping q: g ----t £(U, g) is primary, we have 
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(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
Since 
we have 
gC0)(b) = Ce1, gC~)(b) = Ce2 EB Cu2, 
gCl)(b) = Cu1, gC-l)(b) = Cu3, gC-~)(b) = Cu4. 
[u1,u2] E gC~)(b), 
[ub U3] E g(o) (b), 
[u1, u4] E gC~)(b), 
[u2,u3] E gC-~)(b), 
[u2, u4] E gCO) (b), 
[u3,u4] E gC-~)(b), 
[u1, u2] = 0, 
[u1, u3] = ae1, 
[u1, u4] = be2 + au2, 
[u2, u3] = f3u4, 
[u2, u4] = ce1, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a= b = c = p = r =a= 0. It follows that 
the pair (g, g) has the form: 
[ ' l el e2 Ul u2 U3 U4 
0 1 1 1 e1 2e2 u1 2U2 -U3 -2U4 
e2 1 0 0 Ul -U4 0 -2e2 
Ul -u1 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -~u2 -u1 0 0 f3u4 0 
U3 U3 U4 0 -f3u4 0 0 
U4 1 0 0 0 0 0 2U4 
The pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g7, g7) by means of the mapping 
1r : g7 ---t g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(u1) = u1, 
1r( u2) = f3e2 + u2, 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
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Proposition 2.3. Any pair (g, g) of type 2.3 is equivalent to the trivial pair: 
1. [ ' l ei e2 UI U2 U3 U4 
el 0 2e2 UI -u2 -u2 -u3 UI +u4 
e2 -2e2 0 0 UI -U4 0 
UI -UI 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 U2 -UI 0 0 0 0 
U3 u2+u3 U4 0 0 0 0 
U4 -UI-U4 0 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let £ = { e1, e2} be a basis of g, where 
e1 = G 0 
0 ~} e, = (~ 1 0 D· -1 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
Then 
A(ei) = (~ ~), A(e2) = ( ~2 ~), 
and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
By [J denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vec-
tor e1. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 2. 3 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 2.3. By Proposition 6, 
Chapter I, without loss of generality it can be assumed that q is primary. 
Since 
gC0)([J) = Ce1, gC2)([J) = Ce2, 
uC1)([J) = Cu1 EB Cu4, uC-I)([J) = Cu2 EB Cu3, 
we have 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 2.3. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
[e1, e2] = 2e2, 
[e1, UI] = UI, [e2, UI] = 0, 
[e1,u2] = -u2, [e2,u2] = u1, 
[e1, u3] = -u2- u 3 , [e2, u3] = -u4, 
[e1, u4] = u1 + u4, [e2, u4] = 0. 
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Since the mapping q: g--+ £(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
Since 
we have 
_g(o)(b) = Ce1, g(2)(b) = Ce2, 
_g(l)(b) = Cu1 EB Cu4, _g(-l)(b) = Cu2 EB Cu3. 
[u1,u2] E _g(o)(b), 
[ub u3] E _g(o) (b), 
[u1, U4] E g(2) (b), 
[u2, u3] E _g(-2)(b), 
[u2, u4] E _g(O) (b), 
[u3, U4] E _g(O) (b), 
[u1 , u2 ] = ae1 , 
[u1, u3] = be1, 
[u1, u4] = ce2, 
[u2, u3] = 0, 
[u2, u4] = de1, 
[u3, u4] = fe1. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a = b = c = d = f = 0. It follows that the 
pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (.91, gl)· 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
Proposition 2.4. Any pair (g, g) of type 2.4 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
1. [ ' l el e2 U1 U2 U3 U4 
el 0 e2 Ul 0 -U3 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 Ul u2 0 
ul -Ul 0 0 Ul u2 0 
u2 0 -ul -ul 0 U3 0 
U3 U3 -u2 -u2 -u3 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. [ ' l el e2 U1 U2 U3 U4 
el 0 e2 U1 0 -U3 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 Ul U2 0 
Ul -ul 0 0 0 0 Ul 
U2 0 -ul 0 0 0 U2 
U3 U3 -u2 0 0 0 U3 
U4 0 0 -Ul -U2 -U3 0 
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3. [ ' l el e2 Ul u2 U3 U4 
el 0 e2 Ul 0 -u3 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 ul U2 0 
Ul -ul 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 0 -ul 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 -u2 0 0 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let £ = { e1 , e2} be a basis of g, where 
( 
1 0 0 0) 0 0 0 0 
e1 = 0 0 -1 0 ' 





e2 = 0 0 
0 0 
0 0) 1 0 
0 0 . 
0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B ( x) is identified with x. 
By b denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vec-
tor e1. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 2.4 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 2.4. Without loss of 
generality it can be assumed that q is primary. 
Since 
g(o) (b) = Ce1, g(l) (b) = Ce2, 
U(l)(b) = Cu1, U(o)(b) = Cu2 EB Cu4, u(-l)(b) = Cu3, 
we have 
Let us check condition (3), Chapter I, for x, y E £. 
We have: 
0 0 ) _ ( 0 0 -cs 00 ) _ 0 C5 0 0 0 
- (~ 0 ~)· 
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It follows that c1 = c2 = cs = 0, and the virtual structure q has the form: 
( 0 0 0 0) C(ei) = 0 0 0 0 ' 
Put 
H _ ( 0 -cs 0 c5 ) 
- C4 + Cs 0 0 0 ' 
and C1 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x) for x E g. Then 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C1 are equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 2.4. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
[e1, e2] = e2, 
[e1, u1] = u1, 
[e1, u2] = 0, 
[ei, us] =-us, 
[e1, u4] = 0, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = u1, 
[e2, us] = u2, 
[e2, u4] = 0. 
Since the mapping q: g-----+ .C(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
Since 
gC0)(ry) = Ce1 E9 Cu2 E9 Cu4, 
gC1)(ry) = Ce2 E9 Cu1, 
-( -1) (h) - IT" g 'J - IL-Us. 
[u1, u2] E gCl) (ry), 
[u1, us] E gCo) (ry), 
[u1, u4] E gCl) (ry), 
[u2,us] E gC-l)(ry), 
[u2, u4] E g(o) (ry), 
[us,u4] E gC-l)(ry), 
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we have 
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[u1, u2] = ae2 + au1 , 
[u1, u3] = be1 + fJ1 u2 + fJ2u4, 
[ur, u4] = ce2 + ')'UI, 
[u2, u3] = ou3, 
[u2, u4] = Je1 + TJ1U2 + TJ2U4, 
[u3, u4] = cU3. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
a= b = c = 0, 
f = !32 = 'T/2 = 0, 
{31 = o =a, 
'T/1 = c =I'· 
It follows that the pair (9,g) has the form: 
[' l el e2 U! u2 U3 
el 0 e2 U! 0 -U3 
e2 -e2 0 0 U! U2 
U! -UI 0 0 au1 au2 
U2 0 -u1 -au1 0 au3 
U3 U3 -u2 -au2 -au3 0 
U4 0 0 -')'UI -')'U2 -')'U3 
where a/' = 0. 








1°. a =f- 0, I'= 0. Then the pair (9,g) is equivalent to the pair (91,91) by means 
of the mapping 1r : 91 ---+ 9, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1 1r(u1) = -u1, 
a 
1 1r(u2) = -u2, 
a 
1 1r(u3) = -u3, 
a 
1 1r( u4) = -u4. 
a 
2°. a = 0, I' =f- 0. Then the pair (9 ,g) is equivalent to the pair (92 ,g2) by means 
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of the mapping 1r: ih --+ 9, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1 
1r(u1) = -u1, 
"' 1 1r(u2) = -u2, 
"' 1 
1r(u3) = -u3, 
"' 1 1r( u4) = -u4. 
"' 3°. a="'= 0. Then the pair (9, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (93 ,g3 ). 
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Since dim V291 = 3, dim V292 =dim V 293 = 2, but dim[V292, 92] #- dim[V293, 93], 
we see that the pairs (9b fii), (92, fl2) and (93, f13) are not equivalent to each other. 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. Any pair (9,g) of type 2.5 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
1. [,] el e2 UI U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 UI -U4 -2e1 
e2 0 0 0 -2e2 -u2 ul 
ul 0 0 0 2e2 -u1 u2 +u4 2el -u1 
U2 -ul 2e2 U1 -2e2 0 -2u3 u2-u4 
U3 U4 U2 -u2-u4 2u3 0 2u3 
U4 2el -u1 u1- 2el U4-U2 -2u3 0 
2. [,] el e2 UI U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 UI -U4 0 
e2 0 0 0 -2e2 -u2 UI 
UI 0 0 0 -ul U4 0 
U2 -ul 2e2 UI 0 -2u3 -u4 
U3 U4 U2 -U4 2u3 0 0 
U4 0 -ul 0 U4 0 0 
3. [ ,] el e2 ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 UI -U4 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 -u2 ul 
UI 0 0 0 0 UI 0 
U2 -ul 0 0 0 e1 +ge2+(1-h)u2 hu1 
U3 U4 u2 -u1 -e1-ge2+(h-1)u2 0 -(g+h)el +ke2- (1 +h)u4 
U4 0 -ul 0 -hu1 (g+h)el-ke2+(1+h)u4 0 
Re h > 0 or Re h = 0, Im h ;? 0 (if k -f. 0), h E lC (if k = 0) 
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4. 
[ ,] el e2 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 -u2 Ul 
Ul 0 0 0 0 Ul 0 
U2 -ul 0 0 0 ge2+(l-h)u2 hu1 
U3 U4 U2 -u1 -ge2+(h-l)u2 0 -(g+h)el- (l+h)u4 
U4 0 -Ul 0 -hu1 (g+h)el +(l+h)u4 0 
Re h > 0 or Re h = 0, Im h ~ 0 
5. 
[,] el e2 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 -U2 ul 
Ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -ul 0 0 0 e1 +ge2-u2 Ul 
U3 U4 U2 0 -e1-ge2+u2 0 -gel +ke2 -u4 
U4 0 -ul 0 -ul ge1-ke2+u4 0 
6. 
[ ,] el e2 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 -u2 ul 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -ul 0 0 0 ge2-u2 Ul 
U3 U4 U2 0 -ge2+u2 0 -ge1-u4 
U4 0 -ul 0 -ul ge1 +u4 0 
7. 
[' l el e2 Ul u2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 -u2 Ul 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 -ul 0 0 0 e1 +e2 0 
U3 U4 U2 0 -el-e2 0 -e1 +ke2 
U4 0 -ul 0 0 e1 -ke2 0 
8. 
[ ,] el e2 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 -u2 Ul 
Ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -ul 0 0 0 e2 0 
U3 U4 U2 0 -e2 0 -el 
U4 0 -Ul 0 0 el 0 
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9. [ ,] el e2 U1 U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 Ul -u4 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 -u2 ul 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 -ul 0 0 0 el 0 
U3 U4 u2 0 -el 0 e2 
u4 0 -ul 0 0 -e2 0 
10. [ ,] el e2 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 U1 -U4 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 -u2 ul 
Ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 -ul 0 0 0 el 0 
U3 U4 U2 0 -el 0 0 
U4 0 -Ul 0 0 0 0 
11. [,] el e2 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 0 U1 -u4 0 
e2 0 0 0 0 -u2 ul 
ur 0 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 -ul 0 0 0 0 0 
U3 U4 U2 0 0 0 0 
u4 0 -ul 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let£= {e1 , e 2 } be a basis of g, where 
e, = G 1 0 ~). e2= G 0 0 D 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
Then 
A(e1) = A(e2) = 0, 
and for x E g the matrix B ( x) is identified with x. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 2.5 is equivalent to tbe 
following: 
( 0 0 0 p) CI(ei)= 0 0 0 r ' ( 0 s 0 0) C 1 ( e2) = 0 t 0 0 . 
Proof. Put 
i = 1,2. 
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0) + (0 0 0 0 0 
C2 - c2 - 0 11- 21- ' 
Cl - cl - 0 11- 21- ' 
C2 _ cl 14- 12, 
C2 _ cl 24- 22• 
So, any virtual structure q on generalized module 2.5 has the form: 
C(e1) = (~ 1 1 ci4) C(e2) = ( ~ 2 2 ci2) C12 C13 C12 C13 1 1 cl ' 2 2 1 0 c22 C23 24 C22 C23 C22 
Put 
H = ( c~2 2 0 -cb) -c13 2 0 1 0 C22 -c23 -c23 
Now put C1 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x) for x E g. Then 
0 0) 
0 0 ° 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C1 are equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g,g) be a pair of type 2.5. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g,g) is defined by the virtual structure determined in the Lemma. 
Then 
Put 
[e1, e2] = 0, 
[e1, u1] = 0, 
[e1, u2] = U1, 
[e1,u3] = -u4, 
[e1, u4] = pe1 + re2, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = se1 + te2, 
[e2, u3] = -u2, 
[e2, u4] = u1. 
[u1, u 2] = a1e1 + a2e2 + a1u1 + a2u2 + a3u3 + a4u4, 
[u1, u3] = b1e1 + b2e2 + f31u1 + f32u2 + f33u3 + f34u4, 
[u1,u4] = c1e1 +c2e2 +11u1 +12u2 +13u3 +14u4, 
[u2, u3] = d1e1 + d2e2 + 81u1 + 82u2 + 83u3 + 84u4, 
[u2, u4] = !Ie1 + he2 + r]l u1 + rJ2U2 + 'T/3U3 + rJ4U4, 
[u3, U4] = k1e1 + k2e2 + c1U1 + E2U2 + E3U3 + c4U4. 
CLASSIFICATION OF PAIRS 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain that the pair (g,g) has the form: 









e2 U1 u2 U3 U4 
0 0 u1 -U4 -2(32e1 
0 0 -2(34e2 -U2 U1 
0 0 2f32f34e2- (34 u1 A 2f32f34e1- f32u1 
2f34e2 (34 u1- 2f32(34e2 0 B 
U2 -A -B 0 
-u1 f32u1- 2f32(34e1 -C -D 
A= f31u1 + f32u2 + f34u4, 
B = d1e1 + d2e2 + 81 u1 + ((31- 771)u2- 2f34u3, 
C = 771u1 + f32u2- f34u4, 
D = k1e1 + k2e2 + c-1u1 + 2f32u3- ((31 + 771)u4, 
f31f32 = (31(34 = 0, 
f32(f31 + 771) = 0, 
f34(f31 - 771) = 0, 
f32f34(2f31 - 771) = 0, 
f32f34(2f31 + 771) = 0, 
f32 ((31 - 2771) = 0, 
f34(f31 + 2771) = 0, 
4(3281 + 4f34c1 - f31771 - k1 - d2 = 0, 
5f32d1 + 3f34k1 - 2(32(3481 = 0, 




The rest of the proof is similar to that of Proposition 1.4. 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
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3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Proposition 3.1. Any pair (g, g) of type 3.1 is equivalent to the trivial pair: 
1. [ ' l el ez es u1 Uz us U4 
el 0 0 es u1 0 -us 0 
ez 0 0 -es 0 uz 0 -U4 
es -es es 0 0 U1 -U4 0 
U! -ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Uz 0 -uz -ul 0 0 0 0 
us us 0 U4 0 0 0 0 
U4 0 U4 0 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let£= {e1, e2, es} be a basis of g, where 
e, ~ G 0 0 ~). e,~ G 0 0 ~} es~ G 1 0 D 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 
Then 
A(e1)~ (~ 0 ~), G 0 ~)' A(e,) ~ ( ~ 0 ~), 0 A(ez) = 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 1 
and for x E g the matrix B ( x) is identified with x. 
By f) denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vec-
tors e1, ez. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 3.1 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 3.1. By Proposition 6, 
Chapter I, without loss of generality it can be assumed that q is primary. 
Since 
we have 
g(o,o)(fJ) = Ce1 EB Cez, g(l,-l)(fJ) = Ces, 
u(l,O)(fJ) = Cul, u(O,l)(fJ) = Cuz, 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 3.1. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
CLASSIFICATION OF PAIRS 
[er, e2] = 0, 
[e1,e3] = e3, 
[er, u1] = u1, 
[e1, u2] = 0, 
[e1, u3] = -u3, 
[e1, u4] = 0, 
[e2, e3] = -e3, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = u2, 
[e2, u3] = 0, 
[e2, u4] = -u4, 
[e3, u1] = 0, 
[e3, u2] = u1, 
[e3, u3] = -u4, 
[e3, u4] = 0. 
Since the mapping q: g---+ £(U, g) is primary, we have 




g(o,o)(b) = Ce1 EB Ce2, g(l,-l)(b) = Ce3, 
g(l,O) (b) =Cur, g(O,l) (b) = Cu2, 
g(O,-l) (b) = Cu4. 
[u1, u2] E g(l,l) (b), 
[u1,u3] E g(O,O)(b), 
[ur, u4] E g(l,-l) (b), 
[u2,u3] E g(-l,l)(b), 
[u2, U4] E g(O,O) (b), 
[u3, u4] E g( -l,-l) (b), 
[u1, u2] = 0, 
[u1, u3] = ae1 + be2, 
[u1, u4] = ce3, 
[u2,u3] = 0, 
[u2, u4] = de1 + fe2, 
[u3,u4] = 0. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a = b = c = d = f = 0. It follows that the 
pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g1, g1). 
The proof of the Proposition is complete. 
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Proposition 3.2. Any pair (g, g) of type 3.2 is equivalent to one and only one of 
tl1e following pairs: 
>-=0 
1. [ ' l el ez e3 U1 Uz U3 U4 
el 0 ez e3 Ul 0 -U3 0 
ez -ez 0 0 0 Ul -U4 -2ez 
e3 -e3 0 0 0 -2e3 -uz ul 
ul -ul 0 0 0 2e3 -u1 Uz +u4 2ez -u1 
Uz 0 -ul 2e3 u1-2e3 0 -2u3 Uz-U4 
U3 U3 U4 Uz -Uz-U4 2u3 0 2u3 
U4 0 2ez -u1 u1 - 2ez U4-U2 -2u3 0 
2. [ ' l el ez e3 Ul uz U3 U4 
el 0 ez e3 U1 0 -u3 0 
ez -ez 0 0 0 Ul -U4 -2ez 
e3 -e3 0 0 0 0 -uz Ul 
ul -ul 0 0 0 0 Uz -ul 
uz 0 -ul 0 0 0 0 Uz 
U3 U3 U4 Uz -uz 0 0 2u3 
U4 0 2ez -u1 Ul -uz -2u3 0 
>-=1 
3. [ ' l el ez e3 Ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 0 2e3 Ul Uz -u3 -u4 
ez 0 0 0 0 ul -U4 0 
e3 -2e3 0 0 0 0 -uz Ul 
ul -Ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Uz -uz -ul 0 0 0 ez 0 
U3 U3 U4 Uz 0 -ez 0 0 
U4 U4 0 -ul 0 0 0 0 
Re), > 0 or Re), = 0, Im), ): 0 
4. [ ' l el ez e3 Ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 (1->.)ez (1+>.)e3 u1 Auz -u3 - AU4 
ez (>. -1)ez 0 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
e3 -(1+>.)e3 0 0 0 0 -uz ul 
ul -ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Uz -AUz -ul 0 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 U4 Uz 0 0 0 0 
U4 AU4 0 -u1 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let £ = { e1, ez, e3} be basis of g, where 
Bt= G 0 0 ~). e, = (~ 1 0 ~). e3= G 0 0 D ), 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ->. 0 -1 0 0 
Then 
A(et) = 0 




0 ) 0 ' 
1+). 
0 0) 
0 0 ' 
0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
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By o denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vector 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 3.2 is equivalent to one of 
tl1e following: 
a) ). = 0 
C1 (e,) = 0 0 0 ;). c,(e3) = 0 0 0 ~} Cr(er)=O, 0 0 s 0 0 0 t 0 
b) ). = ~ 
c,(e,) = G 0 0 -~p) C2(er) = 0, 0 0 0 ' C2(e3) = 0; 
0 0 0 
c) ). = 2 
C3 (e1 ) = 0 0 0 ~). 0 p C3(e2) = 0, C3(e3) = 0; 0 0 
d) ). ~ { 0' ~ ' 2} 
C4(ei) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 3.2. Without loss of 
generality it can be assumed that q is primary. Consider the following cases: 
a)>. = 0. Since 
gCo) (o) = Cer, gCI) (o) = Ce2 EB Ce3, 
u(I) (o) =Cur, uCo) (o) = Cu2 EB Cu4, uc -r) (o) = Cu3, 
we have 
~ ~ ~), 
0 0 0 
C(e,) = ( ~ 
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C(es) = (~ c~o cb2 c~s) . 
0 c11 0 c14 
Checking condition (3), Chapter I, for ei, i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain: 
{ 
C1 = C2 = Cs = C4 = 0, 
cs = c1s - c12, 
C5 = C7 + C14· 
So, any virtual structure q on generalized module 3.2 has the form: 




-cr) H= c1s 0 0 0 . 
C7 + C14 0 0 0 
Now put C1(x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x). Then 
0 
c12 C~3) 0 
0 C14 
0 0) 0 0 . 
0 0 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C1 are equivalent. 
b)>.= ~· Since 
gC0)(b) = Cet, gC~)(b) = Ce2, gC~)(b) = Ces, 
UC1)(b) = Cu1, uC~)(b) = Cu2, uC-l)(b) = Cus, uC-~)(b) = Cu4, 
we have 
G 0 0 0) C(e2) = ( ~ 
0 0 C3) C(e1) = C1 0 0 , 0 0 0 ' 
0 0 0 C2 0 0 0 
co 0 D C(es) = 0 0 C4 0 0 0 
Checking condition (3), Chapter I, for ei, i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain: c1 = 0, cs = -~c2 . 
So, any virtual structure q on generalized module 3.2 has the form: 
CLASSIFICATION OF PAIRS 
Put 
H = ( ~ -~4 ~ ~) · 
0 0 0 0 
Now put C2 (x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x). Then 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C2 are equivalent. 
c)).= 2. Since 
g(o)(b) = Ce1, g(-l)(b) = Ce2, g(3)(b) = Ce3, 




C(e1) = 0 0 
0 0 
(
C2 0 0 0) 
C ( e2) = 0 0 0 0 , 
0 0 0 0 
C(e3) = 0. 
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Checking condition (3), Chapter I, for ei, i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain: c2 = 0, and the 
virtual structure q on generalized module 3.2 has the form: 
C(e1) ~ G ~ c~ ~) , C(e2 ) ~ C(e3 ) ~ 0. 
Now put C3 =C. 
d)). ~ {0, ~, 2}. Since 
g(0)(b) => Ce1, g(l-.>.)(b) :=l Ce2, g(l+.>.)(b) :=l Ce3, 
we have 
C(e1) = C(e2) = C(e3) = 0. 
So, the virtual structure q on generalized module 3.2 is equivalent to the trivial. 
Put C4 =C. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 3.2. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by one of the virtual structures determined in the 
Lemma. 
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Since the virtual structure q is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Consider the following cases: 




[e1, e2] = e2, 
[eb e3] = e3, 
[e1,u1] = U1, 
[e1, u2] = 0, 
[e1, u3] = -u3, 
[e1, u4] = 0, 
[e2, e3] = 0, 
[e2, u1] = 0, [e3, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = u1, [e3, u2] = se2 + te3, 
[e2, u3] = -u4, [e3, u3] = -u2, 
[e2, u4] = pe2 + re3, [e3, u4] = u1. 
g(0)(f)) = Ce1 EB Cu2 EB Cu4, 
g(1)(f)) = Ce2 EB Ce3 EB Cu1, 
g(-l)(f)) = Cu3, 
[ub u2] E g(l) (f)), 
[u1, u3] E g(o)(f)), 
[u1, U4] E g(l)(f)), 
[u2, u3] E g( -l) (f)), 
[u2, u4] E g(o) (f)), 
[u3, u4] E g( -l) (f)), 
[u1, u2] = ae2 + be3 + au1, 
[u1, u3] = ce1 + f3I u2 + (32u4, 
[u1, u4] = de2 + je3 + ')'UI, 
[u2, u3] = 8u3, 
[u2, u4] = ke1 + 7]1 u2 + 7J2U4, 
[u3, u4] = EU3. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
a= c = f = 0, 
k = r = s = 0, 
7]1 = _, = !31' 
772 =a= -(32, 
8 = t = -2(32, 
€=-p=2(31, 
b = d = 2(31!32· 
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It follows that the pair (9, g) has the form: 
[ ' l e1 e2 e3 U1 u2 U3 U4 
e1 0 e2 e3 U1 0 -U3 0 
e2 -e2 0 0 0 U1 -U4 -2(31e2 
e3 -e3 0 0 0 -2(32e3 -u2 U1 
u1 -u1 0 0 0 2(31f32e3- f32u1 f3r u2 + f32u4 2f3rf32e2- (31 u1 
u2 0 -u1 2(32e3 f32u1- 2f3rf32e3 0 -2(32u3 f3r u2- f32u4 
U3 U3 U4 U2 -(31 u2- (32u4 2(32u3 0 2f3ru3 
U4 0 2(31 e2 -ur f3r u1- 2(31(32e2 f32u4- f3r u2 -2(31u3 0 
Consider the following cases: 
1.1°. (31(32 =/= 0. Then the pair (9,g) is equivalent to the pair (9r,g1) by means 
of the mapping 1r : 91 ---+ 9, where 
7r(er) = er, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = ~~e3, 
1 
7r(ur) = (32 ur, 
1 
1r ( u2) = (32 u2, 
1 
1r(u3) = f3r u3, 
1 
1r( u4) = f3r u4. 
1.2°. (31 =/= 0, (32 = 0. Then the pair (9, g) is equivalent to the pair (92, g2) by 
means of the mapping 1r : 92 ---+ 9, where 
1r(e1) = er, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
1 
1r(u1) = (31 ur, 
1 
1r ( u2) = (31 u2, 
1 
7r ( U3) = f3r U3, 
1 
1r( u4) = f3r u4. 
1.3°. (31 · 0, (32 =/= 0. Then the pair (9, g) is equivalent to the pair (92, g2) by 
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means of the mapping 1r : ih -----+ 9, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e3, 
1r(e3) = e2, 
1 
1r( u1) = /32 u1, 
1 
1r(u2) = /32 u4, 
1 
1r(u3) = /32 u3, 
1 
1r(u4) = /32 u2. 
1.4°. j31 = j32 = 0. Then the pair (9, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (94,94). 
Since dimV291 = 6, dimV292 = 5, dimV294 = 3 we see that the pairs (91,91), 




1 [e1, e2] = 2e2, 
3 [e1,e3] = 2e3, 
[e1, u1] = u1, 
1 [e1, u2] = 2u2, 
[e1, u3] = -u3, 
1 [e1, u4] = -2u4, 
[e2, e3] = 0, 
[e2, u1] = pe3, [e3, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = u1, [e3, u2] = 0, 
[e2, u3] = -u4, [e3, u3] = -u2, 
2 [e2, u4] = -3pe1, [e3, u4] = u1. 
9(o) (O) = Ce1, 9(1) (O) = Cu1, 
9C~)(o) = Ce2 EB Cu2, 9C-1)(ry) = Cu3, 
9C~)(o) = Ce3, 9C-~)(o) = Cu4, 
[ub u2] E 9(~)(0), 
[u1, U3] E 9(o) (O), 
[ub u4] E 9(~)(0), 
[u2,u3] E 9(-~)(o), 
[u2,u4] E 9C0)(o), 
[u3, u4] E 9(-~)(0), 
we have: 
CLASSIFICATION OF PAIRS 
[u1, u2] = ae3, 
[u1, u3] = be1, 
[u1, u4] = ce2 + au2, 
[u2, u3] = f3u4, 
[u2, u4] = de1, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a= b = c = d = p = a = f3 = 0. It follows 
that the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g4,94). 




[e1,e2] = -e2, 
[e1, e3] = 3e3, 
[e1, u1] = U1, 
[ell u2] = 2u2, 
[ell u3] = pe2- u3, 
[e1, u4] = -2u4, 
[e2, e3] = 0, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = u1, 
[e2 , u3] = -u4, 
[e2, u4] = 0, 
[e3, u1] = 0, 
[e3, u2] = 0, 
[e3,u3] = -u2, 
[e3, u4] = u1. 
gC0)(o) = Ce1, gC1)(o) = Cu1, 
gC -l) (o) = Ce2 EB Cu3, gC2) (o) = Cu2, 
gC3)(o) = Ce3, gC-2)(o) = Cu4, 
[u1, u2] E gC3)(0), 
[ul, U3] E g(O) (O), 
[u1,u4] E gC-l)(o), 
[u2, u3] E g(l) (O), 
[u2, U4] E g(O) (O), 
[u3, u4] E gC-3)(0), 
[ub u2] = ae3, 
[ub u3] = be1, 
[u1, u4] = ce2 + au3, 
[u2, u3] = f3u1, 
[u2, u4] = de1, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a= b = c = d = p =a = 0. It follows that 
the pair (9, fl) has the form: 
[ ,] el e2 e3 U! u2 U3 U4 
el 0 -e2 3e3 U! 2u2 -u3 -2u4 
e2 e2 0 0 0 U! -U4 0 
e3 -3e3 0 0 0 0 -u2 U! 
U! -U! 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -2u2 -u1 0 0 0 {3u1 0 
U3 U3 U4 U2 0 -{3u1 0 0 
U4 2u4 0 -U! 0 0 0 0 
The pair (9, fl) is equivalent to the trivial pair (94, fl4) by means of the mapping 
1r : 94 ~ 9, where 
Since 
and 
[e1, e2] = 0, 
[er, e3] = 2e3, 
[e1, u1] = ur, 
[e1, u2] = u2, 
[ei,u3] = -u3, 
[e1, u4] = -u4, 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
1r(u1) = ur, 
1r(u2) = u2, 
1r( u3) = {3e2 + U3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
[e2, e3] = 0, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = ur, 
[e2, u3] = -u4, 
[e2, u4] = 0, 
[e3, u1] = 0, 
[e3, u2] = 0, 
[e3, u3] = -u2, 
[e3, u4] = u1. 
9(o)(b) = Ce1 EB Ce2, 9(1)(b) = Cu1 EB Cu2, 
9(2)(b) = Ce3, 9(-I)(b) = Cu3 EB Cu4, 
[ur, u2] E 9(2) (b), 
[u1, u3] E 9(o) (b), 
[u1, u4] E 9(0)(b), 
[u2, u3] E 9(o) (b), 
[u2, u4] E 9(o) (b), 
[u3,u4] E 9(-2)(b), 
we have: 
CLASSIFICATION OF PAIRS 
[u1 , u2 ] = ae3 , 
[u1, u3] = be1 + ce2, 
[u1,u4] = de1 + Je2, 
[u2, u3] = me1 + ne2, 
[u2, u4] = ke1 + re2, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a = b = c = d = f = m = k = r = 0. It 
follows that the pair (g, g) has the form: 
[ ' J el e2 e3 ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 2e3 Ul u2 -U3 -U4 
e2 0 0 0 0 ul -U4 0 
e3 -2e3 0 0 0 0 -u2 U1 
U1 -ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -U2 -Ul 0 0 0 ne2 0 
U3 U3 U4 U2 0 -ne2 0 0 
U4 U4 0 -ul 0 0 0 0 
Consider the following cases: 
4.1 o. n =!= 0. Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the pair (g3, g3) by means of 
the mapping 7f : g3 --+ g, where 
4.2°. n = 0. 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = ne2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
1r( u1) = nu1, 
1r(u2) = u2, 
1r(u3) = u3, 
1r( u4) = nu4. 
Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g4,g4). 
Since dim Vg3 =/= dim Vg4 we see that the pairs (g3, g3) and (g4, g4) are not 
equivalent. 
5°. ). ¢:_ {0, ~' 1, 2}. Then 
[e1,e2] = (1- >.)e2, 
[e1, e3] = (1 + >.)e3, [e2, e3] = 0, 
[e1, u1] = u1, 
[e1, u2] = >.u2, 
[e1, u3] = -u3, 
[e1,u4] = ->.u4, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = u1, 
[e2, u3] = -u4, 
[e2, u4] = -0, 
[e3, u1] = 0, 
[e3, u2] = 0, 
[e3, u3] = -u2, 
[ e3, u4] = u1. 
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Since 
gC0)(b) = Ce1, 
g(l-.A)(b) = Ce2, 
gCH.A) (b) = Ce3, 
gCl)(b) = Cu1, 
gC.x)(b) = Cu2, 
gC-l)(b) = Cu3, 
gC-.A) (b) = Cu4, 
and 
[u1, u2] E gCl+.A) (b), 
[u1, U3] E g(O) (b), 
[u1, u4] E g(l-.A) (b), 
[u2, u3] E gC.A-l) (b), 
[u2,u4] E gC0)(b), 
[u3,u4] E gC-l-.A)(b), 
we have: 
[u1, u2] = ae3, 
[u1, u3] = be1, 
[u1, u4] = ce2, 
[u2, u3] = 0, 
[u2, u4] = de1, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a = b = c = d = 0. It follows that the pair 
(g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g4,g4). 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. Any pair (g, g) of type 3.3 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
1. [ ' l el e2 e3 Ul U2 U3 U4 
el 0 -e2 e3 0 U2 0 -U4 
e2 e2 0 0 0 Ul -u4 0 
e3 -e3 0 0 0 0 -u2 Ul 
ul 0 10 0 0 0 Ul 0 
u2 -u2 -ul 0 0 0 pe3+u2 0 
U3 0 U4 U2 -u1 -pe3-u2 0 -pe2-u4 
U4 U4 0 -ul 0 0 pe2+u4 0 
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2. 
[ ' ] el e2 es U1 u2 us U4 
el 0 -e2 es 0 u2 0 -U4 
e2 e2 0 0 0 Ul -U4 0 
es -es 0 0 0 0 -u2 Ul 
Ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -u2 -ul 0 0 0 es 0 
us 0 U4 U2 0 -es 0 -e2 
U4 U4 0 -ul 0 0 e2 0 
3. [,] el e2 es Ul U2 us U4 
el 0 -e2 es 0 U2 0 -u4 
e2 e2 0 0 0 ul -u4 0 
es -es 0 0 0 0 -u2 Ul 
ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 -u2 -ul 0 0 0 0 0 
us 0 U4 U2 0 0 0 0 
U4 U4 0 -ul 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let E = { e1, e2, es} be basis of g, where 
e, = (~ 0 0 0) cl 0 ~} e,= G 0 0 D 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 ' e2 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 
Then 
G 0 ~). c 0 0) ul 0 0) A(e1) = -1 A(e2) = 1   , A(es) = 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
By b denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vector 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 3.3 is equivalent to the 
following: 
( 0 0 p 0 ) cl ( el) = 0 0 0 -p ' 
0 p 0 0 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 3.3. Without loss of 
generality it can be assumed that q is primary. 
Since 
g(o) (b) = Ce1, U(l) (b) = Cu2, 
g(-l)(b) = Ce2, U(o)(b) = Cu1 EB Cus, 
g(1)(b) = Ces, u(-l)(b) = Cu4, 
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we have 
C' 
0 C3 ;). C(e2) = (; C6 0 ~). C(er) = ~ 0 0 0 C7 c2 0 0 0 
(! 0 0 Cto) C(e3) = 0 0 0 . 0 Cg 0 
Checking condition (3), Chapter I, for ei, i = 1, 2, 3, we obtain: 
{ 
cr = 0, 
C2 = C3 = -c4, 
C6 = Cg = CIQ = -Cs. 
So, any virtual structure q on generalized module 3.3 has the form: 
c 0 C2 +). C(e2) = ( -~, C6 0 ~). C(er) = 0  0 0 C7 0 C2 0 0 0 
(~ 0 0 c,) C(e3) = 0 0 0 . 0 Cg 0 
Put 
C' 
0 0 +) H= ~ 0 0 -Cg 0 
Now put C1(x) = C(x) + A(x)H- HB(x). Then 
C2 0 ) 
0 -c2 , 
0 0 
By Proposition 4, Chapter I, the virtual structures C and C1 are equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 3.3. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the virtual structure determined in the Lemma. 
Then 
[er, e2] = -e2, 
[er, e3] = e3, [e2, e3] = 0, 
[er, ur] = 0, [e2, ur] = 0, 
[er, u2] = pe3 + u2, [e2, u2] = ur, 
[er, u3] =per, [e2, u3] = -u4, 
[er, u4] = -pe2- u4, [e2, u4] = 0, 
[e3, ur] = 0, 
[e3, u2] = 0, 
[e3, u3] = -u2, 
[e3, u4] = ur. 
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Since the virtual structure q is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
Since 
we have: 
g(o) (f)) = Ce1 EB Cu1 EB Cu3, 
g(-l)(fJ) = Ce2 EB Cu4, 
g(1)(f)) = Ce3 EB Cu2. 
[u1, u2] E g(l) (f)), 
[u1, u3] E g(o)(f)), 
[u1, u4] E g(-l)(fJ), 
[u2, u3] E g(1)(f)), 
[u2,u4] E g(O)([J), 
[u3,u4] E g(-l)(f)), 
[u1, u2] = ae3 + au2, 
[u1, u3] = be1 + f3I u1 + f32u3, 
[u1, u4] = ce2 + [U4, 
[u2, u3] = de3 + 8u2, 
[u2,u4] = fe1 +r11u1 +TJ2U3, 
[u3, u4] = ke2 + EU4. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
a= b = c = 0, 
f =p= a= 0, 
/32 = 'TJ2 = r = 0, 
8 = /31 - 'T/1 ' 
E = -/31- 'T}I, 
k = -d- f3I'TJ1· 
It follows that the pair (g, g) has the form: 
[ ' ] el e2 e3 Ul u2 
el 0 -e2 e3 0 U2 
e2 e2 0 0 0 Ul 
e3 -e3 0 0 0 0 






U2 -u2 -ul 0 0 0 de3 + (/31 - 'T/1 )u2 'T/1 u1 
U3 0 U4 u2 -/31 u1 -de3- (/31 - 'TJ1)u2 0 A 
U4 U4 0 -ul 0 -TJIUl -A 0 
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where A= -(d + f31171)e2-(f31 + '171)u4. 
The pair (9,fl) is equivalent to the pair (9' ,g') by means ofthe mapping 1r : 9' -----+ 9, 
where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
1r(u1) = u1, 
1r(u2) =-~1 e3 + u2, 
1r(u3) =-~1 e1 + u3, 
1r( u4) = ~1 e2 + u4. 
The pair (9' ,g') has the form: 
[ ' l e1 e2 e3 u1 U2 U3 
e1 0 -e2 e3 0 U2 0 
e2 e2 0 0 0 U1 -U4 
e3 -e3 0 0 0 0 -u2 
u1 0 0 0 0 0 f31u1 
U2 -u2 -u1 0 0 0 de3+f31u2 
U3 0 U4 U2 -/31 u1 -de3- fJ1 u2 0 
U4 U4 0 -u1 0 0 de2+f31u4 









1 o. {31 :/= 0. Then the pair (9', g') is equivalent to the pair (91, g1) by means of 
the mapping 1r : 91 -----+ 9', where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
1 
1r(u1) = 73 1u1, 
1 
1r(u2) = 73 1u2, 
1 
1r( u3) = 73 1 u3, 
1 
1r( U4) = 73 1 U4. 
2°. {31 = 0, d :/= 0. Then the pair (9', g') is equivalent to the pair (92 , g2 ) by 
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means of the mapping 1r : ih --+ g', where 
1r(ei) = ei, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
1 
1r(ui) = Jdui, 
1 
1r(u2) = Jdu2, 
1 
1r(u3) = Jdu3, 
1 
1r( U4) = Vd U4. 
3°. f3I = d = 0. Then the pair (g', g') is equivalent to the trivial pair (g3, fJ3). 
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It remains to show that the pairs (gi, fli), i = 1, 2, 3, are not equivalent to each 
other. 
Consider the algebras 
and the homomorphisms 
fi: gi--+ g[(4,C) (i = 1,2,3), 
where fi(x) is the matrix of the mapping advni x in the basis {e2 + Cu1,u4 + 
Cui, e3 + Cu1, u2 +Cui}, x E gi. We have: 
{ (
-X -py 
_ y -x- y 0 
fi(fJI) = ~ ~ 




Since the subalgebras !I (gi), h (g2), and !3 (g3) of the Lie algebra g[( 4, C) are 
not conjugate, we conclude that the pairs (gi, fJI), (g2, fJ2), and (g3, fJ3) are not 
equivalent to each other. 
Consider the pairs (g1, fJI) and (g~, flD with parameters p and p' respectively. 
Since the subalgebras fi (gi) and !I' (9D of the Lie algebra g[( 4, C) are not con-
jugate, we conclude that the pairs (gi,fJI) and (g~,fJD are not equivalent, whenever 
p -1- p'. 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
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Proposition 3.4. Any pair (g, g) of type 3.4 is equivalent to the trivial pair: 
1. [ 'l el e2 e3 UI U2 U3 U4 
el 0 2e2 -2e3 u1 -u2 -u3 U4 
e2 -2e2 0 el 0 U! -U4 0 
e3 2e3 -el 0 U2 0 0 -U3 
U! -ul 0 -u2 0 0 0 0 
u2 U2 -ul 0 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 U4 0 0 0 0 0 
U4 -U4 0 U3 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let£= {e1, e2, e3} be a basis of g, where 
G 
0 0 ~). e,~ G 1 0 ~). e3~ C 0 0 ~1 )--1 0 0 0 0 0 el = 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
Then 
(~ 0 ~), A(e2 ) ~ ( ~2 0 ~), A(e3) ~ G -1 0) A(e1) = 2 0 0 0 ' 0 -2 0 0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
By b denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vec-
tor e1. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 3.4 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Note that g is a semisimple Lie algebra. By Proposition 9, Chapter I, 
without loss of generality it can be assumed that q(g) = {0}. This completes the 
proof of the Lemma. 
Let g be a pair of type 3.4. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair g is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
[e1, e2] = 2e2, 
[e1, e3] = -2e3, 
[e1, u1] = u1, 
[e1, u2] = -u2, 
[e1, u3] = -u3, 
[e1, u4] = u4, 
[e2, e3] = e1, 
[e2, u1] = 0, 
[e2, u2] = u1, 
[e2, u3] = -u4, 
[e2, u4] = 0, 
[e3, u1] = u2, 
[e3, u2] = 0, 
[e3, u3] = 0, 
[e3, u4] = -u3. 
Since the mapping q: g ---t £(U, g) is primary, we have 
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(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
Since 
we have 
_g(o)(f)) = Ce1, _g(z)(f)) = Cez, _g(-Z)(f)) = Ce3, 
_gC1)(f)) = Cu1 EB Cu4, _g(-l)(f)) = Cuz EB Cu3. 
[u1, Uz] E _g(O)(f)), 
[u1, u3] E _g(o)(f)), 
[u1, u4] E gC2)(f)), 
[uz,u3] E _g(-z)(f)), 
[uz, u4] E _g(o) (f)), 
[u3, u4] E _g(O) (f)), 
[u1, uz] = ae1 , 
[u1, u3] = be1, 
[u1, u4] = cez, 
[uz, u3] = de3, 
[uz,u4] = fe1, 
[u3,u4] = ke1. 
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Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a= b = c = d = f = k = 0. It follows that 
the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (.91,91)· 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
Proposition 3.5. Any pair (g, g) of type 3.5 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
1. [ ' l el ez e3 Ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 2ez -2e3 2u1 0 -2u3 0 
ez -2ez 0 el 0 Ul -2uz 0 
e3 2e3 -el 0 2uz -U3 0 0 
Ul -2ul 0 -2uz 0 0 0 U1 
Uz 0 -ul U3 0 0 0 Uz 
U3 2u3 2uz 0 0 0 0 U3 
U4 0 0 0 -ul -uz -U3 0 
2. [ ' l e1 ez e3 Ul uz U3 U4 
el 0 2ez -2e3 2u1 0 -2u3 0 
ez -2ez 0 el 0 Ul -2uz 0 
e3 2e3 -el 0 2uz -U3 0 0 
Ul -2u1 0 -2uz 0 ez el 0 
uz 0 -ul U3 -ez 0 e3 0 
U3 2u3 2uz 0 -el -e3 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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3. [ ,] el ez e3 Ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 2ez -2e3 2u1 0 -2u3 0 
ez -2ez 0 el 0 Ul -2uz 0 
e3 2e3 -el 0 2uz -u3 0 0 
ul -2u1 0 -2uz 0 0 0 0 
Uz 0 -ul U3 0 0 0 0 
U3 2u3 2uz 0 0 0 0 0 
U4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let £ = { e1, e2 , e3} be a basis of g, where 
e1 ~ G 0 0 0 0 0 -2 
0 0 
Then 
~). ( 0 1 0 0 ez = 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
A(e1) = 0 2 co ~)' A(ez) = -2 0 0 , ( 0 0 1) A(e3) = 0 0 0 , (0 -1 0) 0 0 -2 0 0 0 2 0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B ( x) is identified with x. 
By b denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vec-
tor e1. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 3. 5 is equivalent to tbe 
trivial. 
Proof. Note that g is a semisimple Lie algebra. By Proposition 9, Chapter I, 
without loss of generality it can be assumed that q(g) = {0}. This completes the 
proof of the Lemma. 
Let g be a pair of type 3.5. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair g is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
[e1, ez] = 2ez, 
[e1, e3] = -2e3, 
[e1, u1] = 2u1, 
[e1, uz] = 0, 
[e1, u3] = -2u3, 
[e1, u4] = 0, 
[ez, e3] = e1, 
[ez, u1] = 0, 
[ez, uz] = u1, 
[ez, u3] = -2uz, 
[ez, u4] = 0, 
[e3, u1] = 2uz, 
[e3, uz] = -u3, 
[e3, u3] = 0, 
[e3, u4] = 0. 
Since the mapping q: g-----+ £(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). Thus 
:g(o)(b) = Ce1 EB Cuz EB Cu4, :g(z)(b) = Cez EB Cu1, :g(-z)(b) = Ce3 EB Cu3. 
Since 
we have 
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[ur, u2] E _g(2)(b), 
[ur, us] E _g(o)(b), 
[u1, u4] E _g(2)(b), 
[u2, us] E _g(- 2) (b), 
[u2, u4] E _g(o) (b), 
[us, u4] E _g(- 2)(b), 
[u1, u2] = ae2 + au1, 
[u1, us] = be1 + (31u2 + fJ2u4, 
[u1, u4] = ce2 + f'Ul, 
[u2, us] =des+ 6us, 
[u2, U4] = fe1 + 7J1U2 + TJ2U4, 
[us, u4] = kes + EUs. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
(32 = Tf2 = 0, 
a= b = d, 
6 =a, 
fJ1 = -2a, 
Tfl = c = f', 
C- k-- a')' 
- - 2' 
! -~ 
- 4 ' 
2 
a!'+ a/= 0. 
It follows that the pair (g, g) has the form: 
[ ,] el e2 es Ul U2 us 
el 0 2e2 -2es 2u1 0 -2us 
e2 -2e2 0 el 0 Ul -2u2 
es 2es -el 0 2u2 -us 0 
Ul -2u1 0 -2u2 0 ae2 + au1 ae1- 2au2 
u2 0 -Ul us -ae2- au1 0 aes + aus 
us 2us 2u2 0 -ae1 + 2au2 -aes- aus 0 
U4 0 0 0 Te2 -f'Ul -"7e1 -1u2 -Tes -f'Us 
2 







- 2 e2 + f'Ul 
a2 e1 + f'U2 
--Tes + f'Us 
0 
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The pair (g, g) is equivalent to the pair (g', g') by means ofthe mapping 1r : g' --+ 
g, where 
1r(e1) = et, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
a 
1r(u1) = - 2 e2 + Ut, 
a 
1r(u2) = 4 e1 + u2, 
a 
1r(u3) = -2e3 + u3, 
1r(u4) = u4. 
The pair (g', g') has the form: 
[ ' ] el e2 e3 ul u2 
el 0 2e2 -2e3 2u1 0 
e2 -2e2 0 el 0 ul 
e3 2e3 -el 0 2u2 -U3 
U1 -2u1 0 -2u2 0 ae2 
U2 0 -ul U3 -ae2 0 








U4 0 0 0 -ryu1 -ryu2 -ryu3 
where ary = 0. 









1 o. ry =1- 0. Then a = 0 and the pair (g', g') is equivalent to the pair (gt, gl) by 
means of the mapping 1r : g1 --+ g', where 
1r(e1)=e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
1 
1r(u1) = -u1, 
ry 
1 
1r(u2) = -u2, 
ry 
1 
1r( u3) = -u3, 
ry 
1 
1r( u4) = -u4. 
ry 
2°. a =1- 0. Then ry = 0 and the pair (g', g') is equivalent to the pair (g2, g2) by 
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means of the mapping 1r : g2 --+ g', where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
1 
1r(u1) = Vau1, 
1 
1r(u2) = Vau2, 
1 
1r(u3) = Vau3, 
1 
7r( U4) = Va U4. 
3°. a = 1 = 0. Then the pair (g', g') is equivalent to the trivial pair (g3 , g3 ). 
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Since Z(g1) -1 {0}, Z(gi) = {0}, i = 1, 2 we see that the pairs (g1, g1) and 
(gi, gi), i = 1, 2 are not equivalent. 
Since dim t(g2) -1 dim r(g3) we see that the pairs (g2, g2) and (g3, g3) are not 
equivalent. 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
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4. PAIRS WITH SUBALGEBRAS OF DIMENSION HIGHER THAN THREE 
Proposition 4.1. Any pair (g, g) of type 4.1 is equivalent to the trivial pair: 
1. 
e1 0 0 es e4 
e2 0 0 -es e4 
es -es es 0 0 
e4 -e4 -e4 0 0 
U1 -Ul 0 0 0 
u2 0 -u2 -u1 0 
Us Us 0 U4 U2 
U4 0 U4 0 -Ul 
U1 0 -Us 0 
0 u2 0 -u4 
0 u1 -u4 0 
0 0 -u2 u1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let E = { e1, e2, es, e4} be a basis of g, where 
Then 
A(e,)~ (~ 
A(e3) ~ ul 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B ( x) is identified with x. 
~ ~ ~ ) '





By b denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vec-
tors e1, e2. 
Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 4.1 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 4.1. By Proposition 6, 
Chapter I, without loss of generality it can be assumed that q is primary. 
Since 
g(o,o) (b) = Ce1 EB Ce2, g(l,-l) (b) = Ces, g(l,l) (b) = Ce4, 
u(l,O)(b) = Cul, u(O,l)(b) = Cu2, u(-l,O)(b) = Cus, u(O,-l)(b) = Cu4, 
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we have 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 4.1. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
[e1,e2] = 0, 
[e1, e3] = e3, [e2, e3] = -e3, 
[e1,e4] = e4, [e2, e4] = e4, [e3, e4] = 0, 
[e1,u1] = u1, [e2, u1] = 0, [e3, u1] = 0, 
[e1, u2] = 0, [e2, u2] = u2, [e3, u2] = u1, 
[e1,u3] = -u3, [e2, u3] = 0, [e3, u3] = -u4, 
[e1, u4] = 0, [e2, u4] = -u4, [e3, u4] = 0, 
Since the mapping q: g----+ £(U, g) is primary, we have 
g0 (~) = g0 (~) X U0 (~) for all a E ~* 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). 
Thus 
[e4, u1] = 0, 
[e4, u2] = 0, 
[e4, u3] = -u2, 
[e4, u4] = u1. 
gCo,o) (~) = Ce1 EB Ce2, g(l,-l) (~) = Ce3, gCl,l) (~) = Ce4, 
gCl,o)(~) =Cui, gCo,l)(~) = Cu2, gC-l,o)(~) = Cu3, g(o,-1)(~) = Cu4. 
Since 
we have 
[u1, u2] E g(l,l) (~), 
[u1, U3] E g(O,O)(~), 
[u1,u4] E g(l,-l)(~), 
[u2,u3] E g(-l,l)(~), 
[u2, U4] E g(O,O)(~), 
[u3, u4] E gC -l,-l) (~), 
[u1,u2] = ae4, 
[u1, u3] = be1 + ce2, 
[u1, u4] = de3, 
[u2,u3] = 0, 
[u2, u4] = Je1 + ke2, 
[u3,u4] = 0. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a= b = c = d = f = k = 0. It follows that 
the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g1,g1). 
The proof of the Proposition is complete. 
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Proposition 4.2. Any pair (g, g) of type 4.2 is equivalent to one and only one of 
tl1e following pairs: 
1. [ ' l el e2 e3 e4 U! U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 2e3 -2e4 ul -u2 -U3 U4 
e2 0 0 0 0 U! u2 -u3 -U4 
e3 -2e3 0 0 el 0 U! -U4 0 
e4 2e4 0 -el 0 U2 0 0 -u3 
U! -ul -ul 0 -u2 0 0 e1 + 3e2 2e3 
u2 u2 -u2 -ul 0 0 0 2e4 -e1 + 3e2 
U3 U3 U3 U4 0 -e1- 3e2 -2e4 0 0 
U4 -U4 U4 0 U3 -2e3 e1- 3e2 0 0 
2. [ ' l el e2 e3 e4 U! U2 U3 U4 
e1 0 0 2e3 -2e4 u1 -u2 -u3 u4 
e2 0 0 0 0 U! U2 -U3 -U4 
e3 -2e3 0 0 el 0 U! -U4 0 
e4 2e4 0 -e1 0 u2 0 0 -U3 
U! -ul -ul 0 -u2 0 0 0 0 
u2 U2 -u2 -ul 0 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 U3 U4 0 0 0 0 0 
U4 -U4 U4 0 U3 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let E = {e1,e2,e3 ,e4} be a basis of g, where 
G 




0 0 ~1) 0 0 0 0 e3 = 0 0 e4 = 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 
Then 
A(et) = G 0 0 ~). (~ 0 0 D· 0 0 A(e2) = 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 
A(e,) = ( ~2 0 0 ~). A(e4 ) = (~ 0 -1 ~). 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
By b denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vee-
tors e1, e2. 
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Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 4.2 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 4.2. By Proposition 6, 
Chapter I, without loss of generality it can be assumed that q is primary. 
Since 
g(o,o)([J) = Ce1 EB Ce2, gC2'0)([J) = Ce3, gC-2'0)([)) = Ce4, 
U(1,1)([J) = Cu1, uC-1'1)([)) = Cu2, 
uC-1,-1)([)) = Cu3, uC1,-1)([J) = Cu4, 
we have 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 4.2. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
[e1, e2] = 0, 
[e1, e4] = -2e4, [e2, e4] = 0, 
[e1, u1] = u1, [e2, u1] = u1, 
[e1, u2] = -u2, [e2, u2] = u2, 
[e3, e4] = e1, 
[e3, u1] = 0, 
[e3, u2] = u1, 
[e4, u1] = u2, 
[e4, u2] = 0, 
[e1, u3] = -u3, [e2, u3] = -u3, [e3, u3] = -u4, [e4, u3] = 0, 
[e1, u4j = U4, [e2, U4] = -u4, [e3, U4] = 0, [e4, U4] = -u3. 
Since the mapping q: g-----+ £(U, g) is primary, we have 
ga([J) = ga([J) X Ua([J) for all a E f)* 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). 
Thus 
Since 
g(o,o)([J) = Ce1 EB Ce2, gC2'0)([J) = Ce3, gC-2'0)([)) = Ce4, 
gC1,1)([J) = Cu1, g(-1,1)([)) = Cu2, 
g(-1,-1)([)) = Cu3, g(1,-1)([J) = Cu4. 
[u1, u2] E g(0,2) (f)), 
[u1,u3] E g(O,O)([J), 
[u1,u4] E gC 2 '0)([J), 
[u2, u3] E gC - 2,o) ([J), 
[u2, U4j E g(O,O) ([)), 
[u3, u4] E g(o,-2) ([J), 
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we have 
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[ur, u2] = 0, 
[ur, u3] = aer + be2, 
[ur, u4] = ce3, 
[u2, u3] = ke4, 
[u2, u4] = der + fe2, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
{ 
c = k = 2a, 
b = f = 3a, 
d= -a. 
It follows that the pair (g, g) has the form: 
[ ' l er e2 e3 e4 U! u2 
er 0 0 2e3 -2e4 U! -u2 
e2 0 0 0 0 U! u2 
e3 -2e3 0 0 er 0 U! 
e4 2e4 0 -er 0 U2 0 
ur -ur -ur 0 -u2 0 0 
U2 U2 -u2 -ur 0 0 0 
U3 U3 U3 U4 0 -aer- 3ae2 -2ae4 
U4 -U4 U4 0 U3 -2ae3 aer- 3ae2 






aer + 3ae2 2ae3 
2ae4 -aer + 3ae2 
0 0 
0 0 
1 o. a =/= 0. Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the pair (g1 , g1 ) by means of the 
mapping 7r : g1 ---+ g, where 
7r(er) = er, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r(e3) = e3, 
1r(e4) = e4, 
1 
1r( ur) = y'a u 1 , 
1 
1r( u2) = y'a u2, 
1 
7r ( U3) = Va U3, 
1 
1r( u4) = y'a u4. 
2°. a = 0. Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g2 , g2 ). 
Since dim Vg1 =/= dim Vg2 we see that the pairs (gr, g1), and (g2, g2) are not 
equivalent. 
The proof of the Proposition is complete. 
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Proposition 4.3. Any pair (g, g) of type 4.3 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
1. [ ' l el e2 es e4 U! U2 us U4 
e1 0 2e2 -2es 0 U! -u2 -us U4 
e2 -2e2 0 el 0 0 U! -U4 0 
es 2es -el 0 0 U2 0 0 -us 
e4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -u2 U! 
U! -U! 0 -u2 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 U2 -U! 0 0 0 0 0 0 
us us U4 0 U2 0 0 0 e4 
U4 -U4 0 us -ul 0 0 -e4 0 
2. [ ' l el e2 es e4 U! u2 us U4 
e1 0 2e2 -2es 0 U! -U2 -Us U4 
e2 -2e2 0 el 0 0 U! -U4 0 
es 2es -el 0 0 U2 0 0 -us 
e4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -u2 U! 
U! -U! 0 -U2 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 U2 -U! 0 0 0 0 0 0 
us us U4 0 U2 0 0 0 0 
U4 -U4 0 us -U! 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let£= {e1, e2, es, e4} be a basis of g, where 
(t 0 0 ~). e,~ G 1 0 ~). -1 0 0 0 el = 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
e,~ G 0 0 ~1). G 
0 0 
D 0 0 0 -1 0 0 e4 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Then 
G 
0 0 ~). ( ~2 0 1 D· A(e1) = 2 0 A(e2) = 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c 
-1 0 ~). A(e<) = (~ 0 0 D· . 0 0 0 0 0 A(es) = ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
By f) denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vee-
tor e1. 
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Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 4.3 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 4.3. By Proposition 6, 
Chapter I, without loss of generality it can be assumed that q is primary. 
Since 
g(o)(IJ) = Ce1 EB Ce4, g(2)(1J) = Ce2, g(-2)(1)) = Ces, 
U(l)(f)) = Cu1 EB Cu4, u(-l)(f)) = Cu2 EB Cus, 
we have 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (.g, g) be a pair of type 4.3. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
[e1, e2] = 2e2, 
[e1, es] = -2es, [e2, es] = e1, 
[e1, e4] = 0, [e2, e4] = 0, [es, e4] = 0, 
[e1, u1] = u1, [e2, u1] = 0, [es, u1] = u2, [e4, u1] = 0, 
[e1, u2] = -u2, [e2, u2] = u1, [es, u2] = 0, [e4, u2] = 0, 
[e1,us] =-us, [e2, us] = -u4, [es, us] = 0, [e4, us] = -u2, 
[e1, U4] = U4, [e2, u4] = 0, [es, u4] =-us, [e4, u4] = u1. 
Since the mapping q: g--+ .C(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). 
Thus 
Since 
:g(o)(IJ) = Ce1 EB Ce4, g(2)(1J) = Ce2, :g(-2)(1)) = Ces, 
g(1)(1J) = Cu1 EB Cu4, :g(-l)(IJ) = Cu2 EB Cus. 
[u1, u2] E :g(o) (f)), 
[u1, us] E :g(o) (f)), 
[u1, u4] E g(2) (f)), 
[u2,us] E :g(-2)(1)), 
[u2,u4] E :g(o)(IJ), 
[us, u4] E :g(o) (f)), 
we have 
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[u1, u2] = a1e1 + a2e4, 
[u1, us]= b1e1 + b2e4, 
[u1, u4] = ce2, 
[u2, us]= des, 
[u2, u4] = !Ie1 + he4, 
[us, u4] = k1e1 + k2e4. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
a1 = a2 = b1 = b2 = c = d =!I= h = k1 = 0. 
It follows that the pair (g, g) has the form: 
[ ,] e1 e2 es e4 U1 U2 us U4 
el 0 2e2 -2es 0 U1 -U2 -us U4 
e2 -2e2 0 e1 0 0 UI -U4 0 
es 2es -el 0 0 U2 0 0 -us 
e4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -u2 Ul 
UI -ul 0 -u2 0 0 0 0 0 
u2 U2 -ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
us us U4 0 u2 0 0 0 k2e4 
U4 -U4 0 us -Ul 0 0 -k2e4 0 
Consider the following cases: 
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1 o. k2 =/:- 0. Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the pair (g1, g1 ) by means of 
the mapping 1r : g1 --+ g, where 
1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
7r(es) = es, 
1r(e4) = k2e4, 
1r( u1) = k2u1, 
1r(u2) = k2u2, 
1r( us) =us, 
1r(u4) = U4. 
2°. k2 = 0. Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g2, g2). 
Since dim 'Dg1 =/:- dim 'Dg2 we see that the pairs (gl, gl) and (g2, g2) are not 
equivalent. 
The proof of the Proposition is complete. 
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Proposition 5.1. Any pair (g, g) of type 5.1 is equivalent to the trivial pair: 
1. [ ,] el e2 e3 e4 es u1 u 2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 2e3 -2e4 0 U1 -U2 -U3 U4 
e2 0 0 0 0 2es U! U2 -U3 -U4 
e3 -2e3 0 0 el 0 0 U! -U4 0 
e4 2e4 0 -e1 0 0 U2 0 0 -U3 
es 0 -2es 0 0 0 0 0 -u2 U! 
ul -Ul -ul 0 -u2 0 0 0 0 0 
U2 U2 -u2 -Ul 0 0 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 U3 U4 0 u2 0 0 0 0 
U4 -U4 U4 0 U3 -ul 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let£= { e1, e2, e3, e4, es} be a basis of g, where 
e, ~ (~ 0 0 ~} e,~ G 0 0 ~). CFG 1 0 ~). -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 
e.~ G 0 0 ~1} e,~ G 0 0 D 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Then 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A(e1) = 0 0 2 0 0 A(e2) = 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A(e3) = -2 0 0 0 0 A(e4) = 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
A(es) = 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 -2 0 0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B ( x) is identified with x. 
By ry denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vee-
tors e1, e2. 
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Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 5.1 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 5.1. By Proposition 6, 
Chapter I, without loss of generality it can be assumed that q is primary. 
Since 
we have 
g(o,o) (f)) = Ce1 EB Cez, 
g(-z,o)(f)) = Ce4, 
U(l,I)(f)) = Cu1, 
u(-I,-l)(f)) = Cus, 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
g(z,o)(f)) = Ces, 
g(o,z)(f)) = Ces, 
u(-I,l)(f)) = Cuz, 
U(l,-I) (f)) = Cu4, 
Let (lj, g) be a pair of type 5.1. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
[e1, ez] = 0, 
[ e1, es] = 2es, [ez, es] = 0, 
[e1, e4] =-2e4, [ez, e4] = 0, [es, e4] = e1, 
[e1, es] = 0, [ez, es] = 2es, [es, es] = 0, [e4, es] = 0, 
[e1, u1] = u1, [ez, UI] = UI, [es, u1] = 0, [e4, u1] = Uz, 
[e1, uz] = -uz, [ez, uz] = uz, [es, uz] = u1, [e4, uz] = 0, 
[ei,us] =-us, [ez, us] =-us, [es, us] = -u4, [e4, us] = 0, 
[ei' u4] = u4, [ez, u4] = -u4, [es, u4] = 0, [e4, u4] =-us, 
Since the mapping q : g -----+ .C(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). 
Thus 
_g(o,o) (f)) = Ce1 EB Cez, _g(z,o) (f)) = Ces, 
_g(-z,o)(fJ) = Ce4, _g(o,z)(f)) = Ces, 
_g(I,I)(f)) =Cui, 
_g(-I,-I)(f)) = Cus, 
_g(-l,I)(f)) = Cuz, 
_g(I,-I) (f)) = Cu4. 
[es, u1] = 0, 
[es, uz] = 0, 
[es, us] =-uz, 
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[u1, u2] E g(o,2) (~), 
[ub U3] E g(O,O) (~), 
[u1, u4] E g(2,o) (~), 
[u2,u3] E g(- 2 ' 0)(~), 
[u2,u4] E g(O,O)(~), 
[u3,u4] E g(o,-2)(~), 
[u1 , u2] = ae5 , 
[u1, u3] = be1 + ce2, 
[u1, u4] = de3, 
[ U2 , U3] = f e4, 
[u2, u4] = ke1 + me2, 
[u3, u4] = 0. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: a= b = c = d = f = k = m = 0. It follows 
that the pair (g,g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (iJI,gi)· 
The proof of the Proposition is complete. 
Proposition 6.1. Any pair (g, g) of type 6.1 is equivalent to one and only one of 
the following pairs: 
1. 
[ ' J ei e2 e3 e4 es e6 UI U2 U3 U4 
el 0 0 2e3 -2e4 0 0 UI -u2 -U3 U4 
e2 0 0 0 0 2es -2e6 UI U2 -u3 -U4 
e3 -2e3 0 0 el 0 0 0 UI -U4 0 
e4 2e4 0 -el 0 0 0 U2 0 0 -U3 
es 0 -2es 0 0 0 -e2 0 0 -u2 UI 
e6 0 2e6 0 0 e2 0 -U4 U3 0 0 
UI -UI -UI 0 -u2 0 U4 0 2es e1 + e2 2e3 
U2 U2 -u2 -UI 0 0 -U3 -2es 0 2e4 -e1 + e2 
U3 U3 U3 U4 0 u2 0 -el- e2 -2e4 0 2e6 
U4 -U4 U4 0 U3 -UI 0 -2e3 el- e2 -2e6 0 
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2. [ ,] el ez e3 e4 es e6 ul Uz U3 U4 
el 0 0 2e3 -2e4 0 0 ul -u2 -U3 U4 
ez 0 0 0 0 2es -2e6 ul Uz -U3 -U4 
e3 -2e3 0 0 el 0 0 0 ul -U4 0 
e4 2e4 0 -el 0 0 0 Uz 0 0 -U3 
es 0 -2es 0 0 0 -ez 0 0 -uz Ul 
e6 0 2e6 0 0 ez 0 -U4 U3 0 0 
ul -ul -ul 0 -uz 0 U4 0 0 0 0 
Uz Uz -uz -Ul 0 0 -u3 0 0 0 0 
U3 U3 U3 U4 0 uz 0 0 0 0 0 
U4 -U4 U4 0 U3 -ul 0 0 0 0 0 
Proof. Let £ = { e1, ez, e3, e4, es, e5} be a basis of g, where 
G 
0 0 ~} e,= G 0 0 ~). e3= G 1 0 ~} -1 0 1 0 0 0 el = 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 
e.= c 0 0 ~1} e, = (~ 0 0 ~} c 0 0 D 0 0 0 -1 e5 = ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
Then 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A(e1) = 0 0 2 0 0 0 A(ez) = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A(e3) = 
-2 0 0 0 0 0 
A(e4) = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
A(es) = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 A(e5) = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
and for x E g the matrix B(x) is identified with x. 
By b denote the nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra g spanned by the vee-
tors e1, ez. 
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Lemma. Any virtual structure q on generalized module 6.1 is equivalent to the 
trivial. 
Proof. Let q be a virtual structure on generalized module 6.1. By Proposition 6, 
Chapter I, without loss of generality it can be assumed that q is primary. 
Since 
we have 
g(o,o) (b) = Ce1 EB Ce2, 
gCz,o)(b) = Ce3, gC-z,o)(b) = Ce4, 
gCo,z) (b) = Ce5, 
UC1'1) (b) = Cu1, 
uC- 1,-1)(b) = Cu3, 
g(o,-z) (b) = Ce5, 
uC- 1 '1)(b) = Cuz, 
U(1,-1) (b) = Cu4, 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Let (g, g) be a pair of type 6.1. Then it can be assumed that the corresponding 
virtual pair (g, g) is defined by the trivial virtual structure. 
Then 
[e1, ez] =0, 
[e1, e3] =2e3, [ez, e3] =0, 
[e1, e4] =-2e4, [ez, e4] =0, [e3, e4) =e1, 
[e1,e5) =0, [ez,e5) =2e5, [e3,e5) =0, [e4,e5) =0, 
[e1, e6) =0, [e2, e5) =-2e6, [e3, e5) =0, [e4, e5) =0, [e5, e5) =-ez, 
[e1, u1] =u1, [ez, u1] =u1, [e3, u1] =0, [e4, u1] =Uz, [e5, u1] =0, [e6, u1] =-u4, 
[e1,u2) =-u2 , [e2,u2) =uz, [e3,u2] =u1, [e4,u2] =0, [e5,u2] =0, [e6,uz] =u3, 
[e1, u3] =-u3, [ez, u3] =-u3, [e3, u3] =-u4, [e4, u3] =0, [e5, u3] =-uz, [e6, u3] =0, 
[e1, u4] =u4, [ez, u4] =-u4, [e3, u4] =0, [e4, u4] =-u3, [e5, u4] =u1, [e6, u4] =0. 
Since the mapping q: g--+ £(U, g) is primary, we have 
(Proposition 7, Chapter I). 
Thus 
g(o,o) (b) = Ce1 EB Cez, 
g(z,o)(b) = Ce3, g(-z,o)(b) = Ce4, 
g(o,z)(b) = Ce5, g(o,-z)(b) = Ce5, 
gC1'1)(b) = Cu1, gC-1'1)(b) = Cuz, 
gC-1,-1)(b) = Cu3, gC1,-1)(b) = Cu4. 
Since 
we have 
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[u1, u2] E g(o,2) (f)), 
[ U1, U3j E g(O,O) (f)), 
[u1, u4] E gC2,o) (f)), 
[u2, u3] E gC - 2,o) (f)), 
[u2, U4] E g(O,O) (f)), 
[u3, u4] E gCo,-2) (f)), 
[u1, u2] = ae5 , 
[u1,u3] = be1 + ce2, 
[ub u4] = de3, 
[u2, u3] = je4, 
[u2, u4] = ke1 + me2, 
[u3, u4] = ne5. 
Using the Jacobi identity we obtain: 
{ 
a = d = f = n = 2c, 
b = m = c, 
k =-c. 
It follows that the pair (g, g) has the form: 
[ ' l el e2 e3 e4 es e6 ul u2 
el 0 0 2e3 -2e4 0 0 Ul -u2 
e2 0 0 0 0 2es -2e6 ul u2 
e3 -2e3 0 0 el 0 0 0 Ul 
e4 2e4 0 -el 0 0 0 U2 0 
es 0 -2es 0 0 0 -e2 0 0 
e6 0 2e6 0 0 e2 0 -U4 U3 
ul -ul -ul 0 -u2 0 U4 0 2ces 
u2 u2 -u2 -ul 0 0 -U3 -2ces 0 
U3 U3 U3 U4 0 u2 0 -ce1- ce2 -2ce4 
U4 -u4 U4 0 U3 -ul 0 -2ce3 ce1 - ce2 









ce1 + ce2 2ce3 
2ce4 -ce1 + ce2 
0 2ce6 
-2ce6 0 
1 a. c =f. 0. Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the pair (g1 , g1 ) by means of the 
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mapping 1r : ih --+ g, where 
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1r(e1) = e1, 
1r(e2) = e2, 
1r( e3) = e3, 
1r(e4) = e4, 
1r(es) = es, 
1r(e6) = e6, 
1 
1r(u1) = VcUI, 
1 
1r(u2) = JCu2, 
1 
1r(u3) = JCu3, 
1 
1r( u4) = JC U4. 
2°. c = 0. Then the pair (g, g) is equivalent to the trivial pair (g2, 92)· 
Since dim t(g1) =I= dim t(g2) we see that the pairs (gi, 9I) and (g2, 92) are not 
equivalent. 
The proof of the Proposition is complete. 
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